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Mac's Loft.
Mac McCarthy: BPA Advanced Rigger #  31 USPA Ram Air Rigger #  55

South East England's first full
time, comprehensively equipped 
parachute rigging loft. Open 7 days 
a week for enguiries, and weekdays 
catering for all urgent repairs, mod
ifications or specialist reguirements. 
A collection and delivery service is 
available at a nominal charge within 
reasonable distance of Biggin Hill.

Tracer with 
Firefly Main 
& Swift 
Reserve

We guarantee six weeks max
imum delivery for the Tracer and 
most other items, including eguip- 
ment ordered through our Deal 
erships.

THE RACER IS COMING!!

Negotiations have been success
fully completed with John Sherman 
of the Jump Shack, to manufacture 
the Racer under Licence in the UK. 
FA A TSO C23b Approval will be 
completed very soon, and therefore 
the rig and the Loft will be Approved 
Worldwide. This means of course, 
no hassles forjumpers in the States, 
(see article in this issue)

Tracer with 
Skylark 
Main & 
Swift 
Reserve

£268
incVAT

Mac's Loft is the exclusive manu
facturer of the MAC TRACER 
Pop-Top Rig. Built to the highest 
standards, with custom colours, 
mini-3 Rings, pilot-chute, reserve 
bridle, main risers, toggles and 
deployment bag all included in the 
price. Europe's most compact rig 
currently on the market.

Mac, John Sherman & Clive

US eguipment is airfreighted 
weekly direct to Biggin Hill 

Airport, giving us the guickest tur- 
nround times of any UK loft.

•  JUMP SHACK 
SOUTH

•  NATIONAL
•  PRECISION
•  RELATIVE 

WORKSHOP
•  PARAGEAR
•  PARAFLITE
•  NORTH 

AMERICAN 
AERODYNAMICS

If you are able to collect your gear 
in the States, then you will pay less 
than through a US Dealer when you 
order through Mac's Loft. You can 
also arrange to have it collected at 
any US address.

Moonlight RW Suits are custom 
made at the Loft. Seam grips are 
included in the basic price of £60. 
For external grips and special de
signs, we will quote on application.

Reserve repacks including 
squares, are completed and sealed 
while you wait. Only Certified Rig
gers pack reserves, so you can leave 
the Loft confident that your rig has 
been thoroughly and properly in
spected and checked.

Mac's Loft also supplies accessor
ies at very competitive prices, includ
ing Protecs, Altimasters, gloves, 
Kroops, Dytters etc.

Mac's Loft 
Capital City Rigging Ltd 

Building 160 Biggin Hill Airport 
Biggin Hill Kent TN16 3BN 

Tel: (0959) 71917 
Loft: 24 hr Ansaphone 
(0959) 74418 Secretaries 

Please call in or phone for more 
details and your Order Form 
Directors: M McCarthy, C Ure



A message from Mac's Loft.



i p i o f f l s n r n ®
SWARD PROMOTIONS, 2 CHURCH PATH, 
PURTON, SWINDON, WILTSHIRE SN5 9DR

PARACHUTING EQUIPMENT 
BY MAIL ORDER 

JUMP TO IT!

LOG BOOK KROOP GOGGLES

□
□
□
□
□
□

'KROOP' GOGGLES
Clear CH Rose C l | Dark EH
ALTIMASTER II 
ALTIMASTER III inc. wrist mount 
ALTIMETER MOUNTS 
SELF INKING RW STAMPS

CRW &  RW MANSTAMPS

£ 4.00

£75.00 
£89.00 
£ 3.50

4.75
4.75 
4.25

£
£
£

good for

SELF INKING CRW STAMPS TP% L»
LOG BOOK includes block dive sheets 
international information & much, much more 
Log up to 750 jumps per book Revolutionary new design.

WALLETS £ 4.50
LOG BOOK HOLDERS 3 models

□  standard £4.99 d  super £7.50 □  deluxe £14.99
□  RIG BAGS £25.00
□  HOLDALL KNAPSACKS

A ll various colours and features phone for details

SET OF 9 COLOUR SKYDIVING  
POSTCARDS
SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT M ULTI
PURPOSE CAMERA MOUNTS 
BUILT FROM 
JACK KNIFE 
JACK KNIFE POUCH
Navy Blue HU Red CD Black HU
EXIT EARTHBOUND VIDEO
A  stunning Audio Visual Presentation on all 
aspects of Sports Parchuting
VHS □  BETA □
DYTTER an audio altimeter

on all orders Post & Packing £ 1 .0 0  
I enclose Cheque/P.O. for:

□
□

□

□

□
□

□

□

£19.99

£ 2.25

£30.00 
£ 6.00 
£ 2.50

£19.99

£79.95

TO TAL

COMPLETE RANGE OF NEW AND 2nd HAND 
EQUIPMENT. SWARD PROMOTIONS WILL SELL 2nd 
HAND KIT ON YOUR BEHALF.
PHONE (0793) 770022 FOR DETAILS.
For all ypur parachuting needs and skydiving photography service 
contact Sward Promotions.

Name_____________________________________________________________

Address

Tel.

A L T I M A S T E R  11,111 
R E P A I R S

FULL S E R V I C E  ^ C A L I B R A T I O N

SPORTS

IN ST RU M EN T S

28 HIGH STREET, W HITCH UR CH  
SHROPSHIRE Tel: (0270) 629807

DIARY OF EVENTS 1985 
U.K.

4-8 Movember 
11-15 November

PI Course 4-85 
Exam Course 4-85 Swansea

INTERNATIONAL

2-10 November Cyprus Championships Cyprus
21 Dec - 4 Jan ’86 Swiss Boogie South Africa
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EDITORIAL

One of the records in the Top Twenty at the time of writing is 
“Holding Out For A Hero”, by Bonnie Tyler.

It’s hero time again at the BPA - Nominations for council are 
requested. I hope that those allowing their names to be 
forwarded for nomination give due consideration to the 
amount of time required to fulfill the responsibilities of a good 
council member. Considerably more than just half a dozen 
meetings a year at Leicester. Most of the ground work is done 
outside council at committee level and if you are involved with a 
project such as the Five Year Plan, your wife could well be 
taking legal advice before the end of the year.

It’s a thankless task, not helped by the attitude of many 
parachutists who look upon ‘The Bee Pee Aee’ as an alien 
force, not realising that the BPA is everyone of us in the form of 
a democratic vote.

Henry Clay (1829) wrote, “Government is a trust and the 
officers of the government are trustees; and both the trust and 
the trustees are created for the benefit of the people.” It is also 
written, “In a democracy, a country gets the government it 

deserves.”
The BPA Council is by tradition voted in by a very small 

percentage of those franchised to vote. Last year we had the 
example of Danny Hennessy, one of the hardest workers on the 
out-going council, (it was solely due to his efforts that the Five 
Year Plan got off the ground) not being voted back on to 
council because of an inadequate write-up on the nomination 
papers. Anybody taking the trouble to read the council minutes 
of the past year (published without fail in the magazine) 
couldn’t fail to appreciate the contribution that Danny made 
during his term in office. No, being a good council member is a 
little more than six meetings a year.

As the song goes, “We are waiting for a White Knight”. 
Where are the Dare Wilsons, Peter Priors, Charlie Sheas, John 
Meacocks, and those individuals with that little extra to offer the 
association.

DAVE WATERMAN



PERRIS VALLEY REOPENS W HITTING TO N RETURNS
After shutting down June 2, Perris Valley Paracentre reopened 

under new management August 3. The Perris Valley Skydiving 
Society now operates the drop zone, with a Twin Otter 
purchased from former DZ owner Ben Conatser by PVSS 
member Ralph Greer.

TANDEM JUM PING IN SPAIN - W HAT A 
WAY TO SPEND A SUNDAY AFTERNOON  
WITH YOUR 8 YEAR OLD SON!!

V J o w  , T h a t 's n o t  /

STAND-UP 

U N T > e *  *  R e S E R v e  /  ”

Polio victim John Whittington pictured on his first jump. 
John, paralysed from the waist down, trained at Headcorn and 
jumped into Bewl Bridge reservoir on the 24th July, 1985.

As you can see the exit was VGAW as was the whole exercise 
from training to the recovery in the water and as a result John 
made from sponsors over £2,000 for the premature baby unit of 
London’s University College Hospital.

The photograph was taken by pilot Mark Miller, with his wing 
mounted camera.

NIGEL WATSON-CLARK *

BODY FLYING______________________________
Pilot Ray Evans said goodbye to Weston in style. Being posted 

to Germany afterfouryears as Chief Pilot at RASPA. Ray decided 
that as he had flown most types of aircraft in his career, he would 
fly his body for a change. He did an AFF Course, here he is 
pictured by Dave Stephens between Steve and Lomas and 
Nigel Rogoff with CCI Bob Souter in the background. Good luck 
Ray!



CASE RESTED GOLDEN???

In a recent court case, in which a solicitor was defending a 
parachutist on a drink driving charge, the solicitor, in mitigation 
offered the following, “My client had been parachuting on the 
day in question during which his parachute failed to open, he 
narrowly escaped death by opening his reserve parachute. The 
experience so unnerved him that he felt the need of some 
medicinal alchol.”

Before you all make a mental note for future reference, the 
plea failed ■ the parachutist lost his licence.

I took this photo on 29th August at Netheravon. You might 
care to publish it - SEAM LAMBE.

Yes sir, Mr. Lambe! For the more recent BPA members, left to 
right - John Meacock (Past Chairman, current Vice President), 
Doug Peacock (Past National Coach), Tony Butler and John 
Hitchen current National Coaches.

" R i g h t , n o w  T h a t  Y o u v e  M a s t b r c p  T n t  b a s ic s  , 

L e t 's T U ' f  Y o u  W i t h  TH€ MORE ADVANCED STUFF /  *
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Clubs &Centres
BPA Club Approval is granted to BP A 
Affiliated Clubs who have attained a high 
minimum standard of staff, facilities and 
equipment as laid down by BPA. They 
arc subject to inspection by BPA every
2 years.

BPA Club Affiliation is granted to those 
dubs who have a minimum amount of 
equipment as laid down by BPA. All 
operations are strictly in accordance with 
BPA Regulations.

BPA Approved Club **
BPA Affiliated Club
Aircraft — single engine +
Aircraft — twin engine ±
Full Time FT
Weekend WE
Overnight accommodation on DZ = 
B.B. nearby BB
Restaurant facilities on DZ X
Tea & snacks on DZ □
Basic Student Course BS
Kit hire student KHS
Kit hire freefall KHFF
Relative work instruction available RW 
CRW instruction available CRW
Accuracy pit on DZ 0
Camping on DZ A
Washing and toilets on DZ WC
Non-members welcome NM

Army Parachute Association
The Commandant, JSPC Airfield Camp, 
Netheravon, Salisbury, Wilts SP4 9NF.
Tel: Bulford Camp (09803) 3371 ext 245/277 
2+ ±  WE WC =  X KSL KFF RW CRW 0
Badminton Parachute Gub
Badminton, Avon.
Tel: 045 421 486 
contact: John Davis,
Mew Villas, Badminton, Avon.
Tel: 045 421 249/379 
+  WE □ WC KHS KHFF__________________

The Black Knights
contact: Bob Parry 
Patty's Farm, Hillam Lane, 
Cockerham, Nr. Lancaster.
Tel: 0524 791820
4 WE WC KH KHS RW CRW BB A

Blackpool Parachute Centre,
Blackpool Airport, Blackpool, Lancs.
Tel: 0253 -41871
contact: Blackpool Air Centre
Tel: 0253 41871___________________
+ WE X WC KHS KHFF RW CRW 

Border Parachute Centre 
Dustan Borough House,
Embleton, Alnwick,
Northumberland, NE66 3XF 
Tel: 066576 - 588 
Northumberland, I1E66 3HQ 
+ WE □ KHS KHFF RW CRW NM

British Skysports Paracentre
Bridlington Aerodrome, Bridlington,
E. Yorks. Tel: 0262 677367
contact: Dave Johnston
3 4 FT = X WC KH KHS RW CRW NM

British Parachute School,
The Control Twoer, Langar Airfield,
Langar, Notts. Tel: 0949 60878 
± FT =  WC XWE RW CRW KHS KHFF NM 0

Capital City Parachuting Centre
Biggin Hill Airport,
Biggin Hill, Kent T N I6 3BN. 
contact: Clive Ure (at centre address)
Tfel: Biggin Hill 74418/71499 
±  + FT BB X □  BS KHS KHFF RW
WC NM________________________________
Cornwall Parachute Centre,
Fran's Ranch', Old Naval Airfield,
St. Ervan, Nr Wadebridge. Tel: Rumford 691 
contact: Mr. K.G. Fisher, 17 Trenant Vale, 
Wadebridge, Cornwall. Tel: Wadebridge 3310 
+ WE =  X WC KHS KHFF RW NM_______

Cyprus Combined Services Parachute 
dub(CCSPC)
CJSATC Pergamos Camp BFPO 58.
Tel from UK: 01035741530000 ext. 337/245

contact Club Cl
4- FT WC KHS KHFF RW CRW NM 0

Doncaster Parachute Centre
Doncaster Airport,
Bawtry Road, Doncaster.
Tel: Doncaster 532636/537085 
+  FT =  BB X BSC KHS KHFF RW
0 A WC NM

Dunkeswell International 
Skydiving Centre

Dunkeswell Airfield, Nr Honiton, 
Devon. Tel. Luppitt (040 489) 350 
+  FT =  X WC KH KHS RW CRW NM

East Coast Parachute Centre
Oakington Airfield (Mil), Cambridge, 
contact: W.P. Slattery, 8 Burns Crescent, 
Chelmsford, i_ssex CM2 0TS.
Tel: 0245 268772
+  WE WC KHS KHFF RW NM__________

Eaglescott Skydivers
Eaglescott Airfield, Burlington, CJmberleigh, 
North Devon. Tel: Ashreigney (07693) 404 
contact: 48 Ashley Park, Dolton, Winkleigh, 
North Devon. Tel: Dolton 293 
4 +  FT KHS KHFF RW CRW NM_________

Grampian Skydive Centre
Fordoun Aerodrome,
Fordoun, Kincardineshire, 
contact: T. Boyle,
Douglas Muir,
By Friockheim, Angus.
Tel: 024-12-636
+b FT BB WC KHS KHFF RW CRW NM 
X =

Halfpenny Green Parachute Centre
Bobbington Airfield, Nr. Stourbridge,
West Midlands. Tel: (038488) 293 
+  ±  FT A  X WC KHS KHFF RW CRW NM 0

Headcom Parachute Club
The Airfield, Headcom, Kent.
Tel: 0622 890862
contact The Secretary
+  ±  FT X =  WC KS KFF RW CRW NM 0
Ipswich Parachute Centre
Ipswich Airport,
Nacton Road, Ipswich, IP3 9QF 
AG. Knight Tel: (0473) 76547
•  ±  +  BS RW CRW KS KF =  A  BB X □
WC NM FT  _____________ .
Leeds Bradford Freefall Club 
Topcliffe Airfield, Nr. Thirsk,
North Yorkshire. Tel: 0845 577371 ext. 259 
contact: Mike Wood,
12 Whincover Gardens, Leeds LS I2 5DA 
Tel: Leeds 632851/853099 
+2  WE =  X WC KHS KHFF HPKH 
CRW 0 NM
Lincoln Parachute Centre
Sturgate Aerodrome, Upton,
Gainsborough, Lines DN21 5PA 
Tel: 042 783 620
+ FT =  □  WC KHS KHFF RW NM 0 
The London Skydiving Centre
The Airfield, A505, Pampisford, 
Cambridgeshire. Tel: 0223 834613 
^  t  FT ^  X  WC KHS KHFF RW CRW 0

Manchester Freefall Club
contact: 9 St. Andrews Road,
Stretford, Manchester M32 9JE 
Tel: 061-865 3912 (24 hours)
+  WE = X KHS KHFF RW CRW NM WC

British Collegiate Parachute Assoc,
c /o S.B. Shaw,
273 Simonside Terrace, Heaton,
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE6 5DR.

Affiliated Clubs:
Bath University Leicester Polytechnic
Bristol University
Brunei University Salford University
Durham University ^  Bank PoVtechnic
Goldsmiths College
Keele University
Lancashire Polytechnic
Liverpool Polytechnic
Liverpool University
Newcastle Polytechnic
Newcastle University
Nottingham University
Oxford University
Plymouth Polytechnic
Portsmouth Polytechnic
Sheffield Polytechnic
Sheffield University
Southampton University
Surrey University
Trent Polytechnic
University of East Anglia
UWIST
Warwick University

Merlin Parachute Club
Topcliffe Airfield, Alanbrooke Barracks, 
Topcliffe, Nr Thirsk, N. Yorks, 
contact: WOI Bill Rule,
HQ Nedist &  HQ 2 Inf. Div, Imphal Bks, 
Fulford, York YOl 4AU.
Tel: Work 0904 59811 ext 2420 
Home 0904 31597
+ WE WC KH KHS RW CRW NM BB □  
Midland Parachute Centre
Long Marston Airfield, Stratford on Avon, 
Warks. Tel: 0789 297959 
contact D. Deakin, Titton Cottage,
Stourport on Severn. Tel: 5954 
4- WE =  X WC KHS KHFF RW CRW NM 0 
Northwest Parachute Centre 
Cark Airfield, Flookburgh,
Nr Grange Over Sands, Cumbria.
Tel: 044853 672
contact J.D. Prince, 21 The Coppice,
Ingol, Preston, Lancs. Tel: 0772 720848 
±  -  WE X WC KHS KHFF RW CRW NM 0

North London Parachute Centre
Cranfield Airport,
Bedford MK43 0AP
Tel: Bedford (0234) 751866_________

+  FT =  BB X □ BS KHS KHFF RW 
CRW A  WC NM

Oxon &  Northants Parachute Centre
Hinton-in-the-Hedges Airfield, Steane, 
Nr Brackley, Northants. 
contact: M.E. Bolton, 85 Oak Park Rd, 
Wordsley, Stourbridge,
West Midlands DY8 5YJ.
Tel: (0384) 393373 
+  WE WC KHS RW CRW NM

‘The Pathfinders’ Guards Freefall 
Parachute Team
Headcom Parachute Club, Headcom, Kent. 
Tel: 0622 890862
contact David Tucker, The Pathfinders, 
Guards Freefall Parachute Team, Guards 
Depot, Pirsbright, Surrey, GUM 0QQ  
Tel: (04867) 4511 ext 267 
+  ±  =  FT X WC KHFF RW CRW NM 0

Peterborough Parachute Centre
Sibson Airfield, Wansford, Peterborough 
PE8 6NE. Tel: Elton (08324) 490
+ ± FT =  X WC RW NM KHFF 0_________
POPS UK
Secretary: R.N. Atherton,
38 Rogersfield,
Langho, Nr. Blackburn,
Lancs. BB6 8HB.

RAFSPA
Weston-on-the-Green, Nr Bicester, Oxon.
Tel: 086 989 343
+  ±  =  WE X WC RW CRW NM KHFF KHS 0

RAPA JSPC (L), 4791 Seenelager,
Belefeldstr, Normandy Kaserre.
Tel: 01049 5254 82 2378 
±  FT X WC RW CRW NM KFF 0________

RMCS Parachute Club
South Cemey, Gloucestershire. 
Tel: 0793 782551 ext. 2566 
WE WC KHS KHFF

Red Devils
Queen's Parade, Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: Aid Mil 2101
contact: Red Devils, Browning Barracks, 
Aldershot, Hants.

Hereford Parachute Centre
Shobdon Aerodrome,
Leominster, Hereford.
Tel: Kingsland 551
Chief Instructor (at club address)
• •  +  FT = BB X □  BB KS KF RW 0 
CRW A  WC NM____________________

RN & RM SPA
Old Control Tower, Dunkeswell Airfield,
Nr Honiton, Devon.
Tel: 040 489 697
+  FT =  X A WC KHS KHFF RW CRW N M 0

Skybird Parachute School
Arborfield, Nr. Reading, Berks, 
contact: The Lodge, Arborfield, Reading, 
Berks, RG2 9JS.
Tel: Arborfield Cross (0734) 760584

Shrewsbury Skydiving Centre,
Forton Airfield, Montford Bridge, 
Shrewsbury, Shropshire.
Tel: Shrewsbury (0743) 850622 
+  WE X WC KH KHS RW CRW NM

Wild Geese Skydiving Centre
27 Drumeil Road,
Aghadowey, Coleraine,
C. Londonderry, Northern Ireland.
Tel: 026 585 669
2+ BB BS KHS KHFF FT =  RW CRW A 
WC NM X □

Staffordshire Sport Skydivers
Birmingham & Coventry 
Interleasing FF Team
9 Olympus Close, Allesley, Coventry.
Tel: 0676 23351________________________
Slipstream Adventures 
Headcom Para Club, Headcom Airfield, 
Headcorn, Kent.
contact: Headcom no. 0622 890862 
1+ 2 ±  FT X WC V RW CRW NM _

Scottish Parachute Club
Strathallan Airfield, Auchterarder,
Perthshire. Tel: (076 46) 2572 
contact Rob Noble-Nesbitt CCI,
138D Mansefield, East Calder, West Lothian. 
Tel: (0506)882150
+  WE X WC KHS KHFF RW CRW NM 0

Scottish Sport Parachute Association
Alison A. Gilmour,
5 Comely Bank Row, Edinburgh EH4 1 DZ.
Tel: (031) 343 3227
Video, non members welcome

South West Skydiving Club
Bodmin Flying Club,
Cardinham, Bodmin.
FFI Steve Whitehead (Secretary)
Tel: 08405 538
+ WE RW CRW NM______________________
Swansea Parachute Club
Swansea Airport, Fairwood Common, 
Swansea, West Glamorgan SA2 7JU.
Tel: 0792 296464
+ FT X WC KHS KHFF RW CRW NM 0 
Silver Stars Para Team 
RCT Parachute Club
Azimghur Barracks, Coleme,
Nr Chippenham, Wiltshire SN14 8QY.
Tel: (0225) 743585, 743446, 743240
+ ± FT WC RW CRW KS KFF 0__________
Thruxton Parachute Club
Thruxton Airfield, Andover, Hants SP10 3BU.
Tel: 0264 77 2124
+  ±  FT =  X WC KHS KHFF RW CRW NM 0

Skysports Parachuting
Dorset Parachute Centre 
Bere Farm, Be re Regis, Dorset.
Tel: 0929 471939 or 0329 832968

* KHS KHFF RW CRW A WC NM BS
C X BB WE *

Joint Services Parachute Centre 
Hong Kong
Borneo Lines, BFPO 1 
Tel: 0-983 7221
+  FT X WC KHS KHFF RW CRW NM 0

Subscribe to

Skydiving
PARACHUTIN G S  N EW S M AGAZINE

The international newsmagazine of sport parachuting Read 
about the equipment, events, techniques, people and places 
of skydiving Free sample copy. Foreign rates 12 issues 
US $15 (surface mail), US $48 (air mail) Payment by 
international money order or U S currency must accompany 
order Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back Write 
today to

Dept. E, PO Box 189 
Deltona. FI 32725. USA



UK Parachute Services
Ipswich Airport, Nacton Road, Ipswich. 1 P3 9QS 
Telephone 0473  76547

Situated on a full-time drop zone, we have 
for a number of years offered a full time rigging 
facility to manufacture Parachute equipment 
and undertake major and minor repairs.

All work is carried out by BPA qualified 
Approved and Advanced Riggers.

We supply most makes of American 
manufactured equipment including square 
canopys and tandem systems.

We are open six days a week, (closed on 
Tuesdays), write, telephone or call in with your 
enquiries and we will be pleased to help and 
advise
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KITNEWS  
CORRECT

Two recent issues of your fine 
magazine contained an item in Kit 
Mews about cylindrical springs of 
certain vaneless reserve pilot chutes 
becoming entangled with themselves.

Your first item was based on a short 
article that appeared many months 
ago in Skydiving magazine. We 
reported that a rigger opened a 
reserve and found that the Parachutes 
de France pilot chute spring was 
entangled with itself.

Your second item, in your most 
recent issue, said Parachutes de 
France has received no reports of 
such malfunctions of its pilot chutes, 
in spite of what was published in your 
magazine.

1 don’t know what reports have 
reached Parachutes de France, but I 
do know that the entangled pilot chute 
Skydiving mentioned was most defin
itely built by Parachutes de France. 
We have nothing against that com
pany, nor do we doubt that pilot 
chutes built by other manufacturers 
have malfunctioned, but the report we 
first published was accurate.

Keep up the good work.
MICHAEL TRUFFER 
Publisher ‘Skydiving’

LEO VALENTIN

I recently acquired from my parent's 
attic a book that I recall reading many 
years ago, and have just finished 
again. It describes in graphic, and 
often horrific detail the state of 
parachuting during and just after the 
Second World War. Written by Leo 
Valentin, a French Army Instructor, it 
describes his attempts to improve the 
free-fall descent position - up until the 
early 50's such jumps consisted of 
uncontrolled tumbles which often 
meant poor • if not fatal • parachute 
operation.

The title of the book, Homme- 
Oiseau' - ‘Bird-Man’ gives a clue to 
Valentin's great ambition, to fly or 
glide like a bird. He jumped with 
canvas wings in an attempt to delay 
his descent and to give some element 
of directional control. He quickly 
dismissed this material as a feasible 
solution, and turned to wooden wings. 
These he carried folded as he jumped, 
and opened as he fell. The book ends 
with Valentin successfully completing 
his first jump from 9,000ft. using a 
pair of wind-tunnel tested wings. He 
glided, with some control capability 
for three miles before pulling his rip
cord. This happened in 1954, and 
what I would like to know is, what 
happened next? What happened to 
Leo Valentin and his wings? He does

not seem to have been of the same ilk 
as some of the daredevil lunatics he 
describes in the book. Yet there is no 
evidenct to suggest that his idea - of 
armed soldiers flying miles behind 
enemy lines before landing by para
chute caught on as he hoped it would. 
Can you or any reader tell me what 
happened to the man?

The book, incidentally, is not one I 
would recommend to those waiting to 
make their first jump. At Valentin’s 
pre-war training camp they expected 
to have, on average, one fatality per 
week.

It is worth a read, however, once that 
initial jump is out of the way. It's 
reassuring to see just how far the sport 
has come from the 'Dark Ages’ of its 
birth. And the convenience - in 1954 a 
lift to 9,000ft could take as long as two 
hours in the old Junkers or DC3 that 
Valentin used. Thank goodness for 
Cessnas! Blue skies,

ALAN LAING, BPA228620
Leo Valentin met his death on a 

demo in May 1956 at Liverpool 
Airport, after complications devel
oped with his rings. 
______________________________Ed.

FROM THE DESK OF 
WALTER GUBBINS 
IFC._________________
Dave me’ old mate,

Yes it's your old pal Walter 
bouncing back intotheinnersanctum 
of your bi monthly bible to all those 
dedicated disciples called BPA mem
bers. This subtle form of flattery 
naturally cues me straight into my first 
point. Dave as you just happened to 
mention in your last editorial you've 
been fixing the rag for nigh on five 
years which leads me to believe you’ve 
been around the sport more years 
than you care to admit to (I've seen a 
photo you know), when was the last 
time that you strapped on a front 
mount with incumbent Alti and Stop 
Watch? Probably some years ago 
even for you, so why does the Bee Pee 
Aye continue with a logo that Noah 
would have thrown out with the Ark? 
It’s especially perplexing how this 'Ark- 
haic' emblem has survived when one 
looks at the official 1985 Nationals 
Tee-shirt that depicts Base Jumping 
amongst other disciplines within the 
sport. I though that British Sky Diving 
Mafiosa (BPA) were totally against this 
sort of cheap thrill which brings me 
smoothly into my next matter in hand. 
Could those amongst us who are 
unable to pay the bill at the Hilton 
refrain from doing a runner, it bring's 
the more affluent (or is that effluent) 
amongst us into disrepute and where 
would Dave (Turner) and Matt 
(Mortlock) have to reside in town 
then?!!

I must apologise, I quite forgot to 
open this article with a thank you note 
to Sarah Brearly. Thanks Sarah for 
noting mypointonthankyou letters in 
the Rag...before you went on to thank 
everyone for everything, at least it was 
short, Thanks!

Back to you now Dave, whilst you’ve 
been zipping around the country with 
your Kodak Disc camera doing the 
occasional centre spread, (just cos’ 
the print looks like it was done on 
blotting paper doesn’t mean you can’t 
give yourself a credit you know, don’t 
be modest Dave) and front covers of 
Scotty with unstable piles I've been 
searching out the grass roots of the 
parrotshooting community, and I still 
managed to avoid John Fisher at 
Cornwall, took some doing as well I 
can tell you.

However, I'm now ready to report a 
few of my findings: A shame about 
RAPA and Swansea falling about the 
same time, but with some ingenious 
planning, I managed to attend both. At 
RAPA I guided the Arabs and 
Austrians to victory in spite of the 
language barriers and at Swansea, 
where the language was as bad as the 
'electrifying' spotting, I was able to 
assist Dave (How-Was-She) on his 
next best seller 'Favourite Walks in 
The Gower'.

Naturally I haven't been without my 
own personal successes since I last 
graced your pages. Congratulations 
are due to the next world Champions 
The AIR BEARS on winning the US 
Nationals, as I've mentioned before 
the Air Bears retain me as their 
consultant and Mentor. Acutally a 
good time to point out that, as a True 
Blue Brit, I'm a touch disappointed 
that the home teams haven't contact
ed me in my capacity as a world team 
manufacturer. Remember Blue Magic 
they didn't do it alone you know!

The other flutter in old Wally's ticker 
came when watching the boys in blue 
doing their canopy walking act. In 
spite of the De Gaullists pretending 
the 21 stack on the back of the last rag 
was 22 (tell ’em to send smaller 
pictures next time). My lads the Royal 
Marines did it at night for a proper 
World Record. Having seen orf Les 
Frogs they went on to show the Yanks 
how to build a proper colour co
ordinated 23 stack.

I see the British rig market is going 
beserk, only now we copy the copies. 
Well I’ve been refining a few designs of 
my own on Griselda’s clockwork 
singer down in the loft. I’ve got the 
Baser, as tested off the Hilton. For the 
Mature jumper, a polite way of saying 
old knacker, I’ve got the Pacer that I 
hope Pete ‘The Teeth’ Sherman or 
Mad Meacock might like to endorse 
and then there's the Spacer for the 
forgetful RW jumper, prime candi
dates for this model would be the Slug

Brothers who haven't even mastered 
getting into their knickers yet.

Walt's Hot Tip: If we wish skydiving 
to become a spectator sport we must 
either build taller grandstands or 
develop the Roof Top Restaurant at 
the Hilton. Quote of the Month: Over
heard in a recent 23 stack...Wally 
(Gubbins) is to parachuting what 
Roland Rat is to TVAM! A kind remark 
lads but you never were a sinking ship 
like TVAM.

Just before 1 close Dave, lest you cut 
me off in my prime. How about my 
earlier idea...The WALTER GGBBINS 
COLUMN??!! I’m sure you’ll get many 
letters endorsing this idea of having a 
peoples' man such as myself writing 
in flowing prose about matters that 
concern us hard core, grass roots 
boogiemen.

Look at it this way Ed, it'll take a lot 
of heat off you which will then make 
you life somewhat comparable to a 
regurgitated Vindaloo. 1 could run the 
little Private Eye part of the mag along
side the juicy bits of gossip. So I look 
forward to hearing from everyone at 
my new address.
Walter Gubbins, IFC, c/o 7 Linden Rd 
Clevedon, Avon BS21 7SI.

All correspondence would of 
course be totally confidential unless 
I’m sued too often!!

I enclose a snap of The Wally 
Gubbins Spider Trainer whilst under 
evaluation with the Russian Team, 
details on the integral workings on 
both this and the computerised jump
suits in the next journal.

Hope to see you on the Dee Zees 
and stay alive in eighty five.
Yes old mate,

WALT

GOLDEN LIONS  
ROAR_______________

I was called up to Scotland from 
Netheravon on the 15th June to help 
the Golden Lions with what turned out 
to be a really hectic weekend of 
Demo's.

The team was booked for and 
completed twelve demo's ranging 
from a small fete at Bo ness to The 
Royal Highland Show at lngliston, with 
a crowd of 100,000 plus.



Even though the weekend called for 
the team to be split most of the time, 
we still managed to get everyone 
together on the Saturday night to 
jump from 12,000 over Glenrothes for 
some RW, six team members dump
ing out at 7,000 to put together and 
land a six-stack, which Charlie O’Loan 
as bottom man still regrets doing.

Thanks go out to the RAF for their 
Puma helicopter and also to the 
medics at Glencorse depot for 
treating Andy McQueen’s broken 
femur.

SKIPPY MORRIS, D5865

Kit theft does not seem to be much 
of a problem but the sellers’ market is 
so restricted that it might be helpful to 
advertise an information centre for 
potential buyers in doubt about the 
origin of kit on offer.

I have in mind either a column 
listing stolen kit in each magazine or, 
as that might project a bad image to 
readers outside the sport, arrange
ments for the BPA Office to maintain 
such a list so that details might be 
available by telephone.

GEOFF HORAN

Go for it! Ed.

TA SWANSEA
I have just arrived back from a 

wonderful 10 day holiday, spent at 
the “ Swansea Skyliner Boogie". 1 feel 
that someone must write and thank 
all the staff at the club, especially 
Dave Howerski, for organising the 
event. Special thanks should go to 
Sheila, on manifest, who dealt with all 
sorts of problems with great efficiency.

We must not forget all the staff who 
worked so hard in the cafeteria and 
bar, especially Ralph, Ruth, Susie and 
the 'Welsh Dragon', otherwise known 
as Lorraine.

The only bad thing about the 
Boogie was the bad weather, but I will 
definitely be going next year, and my 
advice to any lurkers with indecisive 
minds, is to go as it was great fun.

Last, but not least, thanks must go 
to Matt Mortlock, for the loan of the 
skyliner; as well as to Sean and 
Lynette who both did a great job of 
flying her. Thank again Swansea for a 
wonderful boogie. Blue blue skies and 
happy landings, and see you soon.

NIGEL J. BARTON, C5764

MAL HELP

Please will someone write about the 
different types of malfunctions typical 
of both throw-away and pull-out 
square systems, and the different 
ways to tackle them. I feel that not 
enough is written about this subject.

I have so far done 84 jumps and 
have never had a malfunction (touch
wood). However, I would like to feel 
that I am aware, as much as possible, 
to cope with the situation if it so arises.

ALYSON WILLIAMS, C5651

P.S. I would like to thank my team the 
Paralitics in the recent British Collegi
ate held at Pampisford for giving me 
some of my best and most enjoyable 
skydives. Many thanks to Andy 
Harvey-Smith C4846, Adrian Read 
C5943, Antony Mather C6075. 
Thanks Guys!

Although I w ill do my best to set 
such an article under way, partic
ularly as there has recently been a 
fatality due to such a malfunction. 
Perhaps your request is best 
answered by one of the 240 
instructors in the BPA?

PRESS COVERAGE

The enclosed photo of the South 
Wales Evening Post tells its own story - 
or rather it does NOT. This is press 
misrepresentation of the most deplor
able kind. The 'Power Cables' shown 
in the picture had been drawn in 
seemingly with a felt tip pen presum
ably to emphasise the DANGER. 
Anyway they were telephone wires but 
that would not have made such a 
good story!

LEO DICKINSON

KEU 
I PM 
fOIE A LUCKY 

ESCAPE

. Back — M4 iron

THE BLIND LEADING 
THE BLIND?_________

On occasions over the last few 
years the BPA council has, rightly or 
wrongly, been accused of dragging its 
feet in some of its decision making. 
Two notable examples of this were 
during the events leading up to the

new rulings on ram-air conversion and 
AFF in both these cases the final go- 
ahead was given after prolonged 
consideration of the argumentss for 
and against, from interested parties, 
boosted by a wide interest within the 
membership as a whole. But, some
times doubtful decisions are made 
where there is no wide interest.

I refer to the case of Mr. Gerald 
Price, a blind chap who, for some 
years has been trying to make a jump. 
Why won’t they let him? The only time 
(to my knowledge) that the BPA 
actually minuted any reasons was at 
the STC meeting 5th November, 
1981, and 1 quote - The association 
was primarily in the business to 
promote the sport of freefall parachut
ing and should not indulge individuals 
seeking to promote other sectional 
interests, however worthy the cause.'

This load of borish clap-trap just 
about disqualified 90% of all first-time 
jumpers from ever making a descent! 
At the BPA council meeting of 2nd 
May 1985, the council ‘reluctantly 
resolved that it could find no ground 
to grant permission.’

Are there really insurmountable 
technical reasons why this guy can't 
make a safe descent? Come off it, 
surely nothing like the problem of 
lobbing a first timer out at ten grand 
with a couple of instructors clinging to 
his pants and landing him under a 
square. Or could it be that the council 
is afraid of setting a dangerous 
precedent? This need not be the case, 
if it were made clear from the start.

If the council wants grounds for 
granting a permission how about 
these:-
1) Mr. Price has demonstrated a 
desire, determination and commit
ment to parachute rarely found in any 
other would-be first timer.
2) All too often the press jump at the 
opportunity to sensationalise inci
dents with mis-leading and technically 
inaccurate reports. A nice piece of well 
orchestrated publicity can only serve 
to increase public condidence and 
interest in our sport.
3) Blind people often have a highly 
developed sense of awareness of 
whats going on around them. Some
thing that is sometimes lacking in 
sighted students who, by their perfor
mance, leave you with the impression 
they had their eyes shut anyway.
4) To do something in return for the 
not inconsiderable Sports Council 
grant the Association accepts each 
year.

So how about it? If the man can find 
a CCI willing to undertake this rather 
specialised task let him make his 
jump as a one off. It's not an easy 
decision to make but at least in the 
future any further development along 
these lines can be made in the light of 
experience. Do we really have to wait 
for our friends over the pond to prove 
that something new can be done 
before the BPA Council will even 
consider it.

To use the words of the editor of this 
journal 'This is a great sport, lets share 
it.’

PETE WALKER, D4921 
Did I say that?

Well I ’m no instructor fas John 
Meacock will endorse) but I cer
tainly would not relish the respon

sib ility of despatching a blind  
person. What for instance would 
happen in the event of a malfunc
tion necessitating landing o ff the 
DZ, amongst hazards such as 
trees and/or power cables.

I accept everything you write 
about Mr. Prices desire, determin
ation etc. also your comments 
about a blind persons highly 
developed sense of awareness. I 
would have thought that this 
sense of awareness is developed 
over a number o f years coping 
with the environment a blind 
person comes into contact with on 
a day to day basis. Landing on 
power cables is not a day to day 
occurence.

Your argument about the pub
lic ity  value o f such an exercise I 
find flawed. Just as publicity 
about one jump charity courses 
only encourages more one jump 
charity courses.

/4s for doing something in 
return for Sports Council grant 
aid, what has letting a blind  
person make a static line jump to 
do with Sport. i

Sorry to be so negative.
Ed.

LEEDS AT LAST!
Enclosed photo of yours truly 

exiting Leeds/Bradford's 'Lance' over 
Topcliffe. The little guy stuck in the 
door is ex Para Reg ‘Rick’ Birkett 
(Hissin Sid) to his friends, and it would 
make his year to get his name in print. 
Mike Newall took the picture, he also 
took the 4-way out, and the pilots wife 
(for a drink). I hope you can give us a 
spot in the mag. Even if you can't 
thanks for reading this far.

MIKE WOOD, D5258 
P.S. Mike and myself wore'balaclavas' 
cos we are not ex Para Reg.

LETTERS on any 

parachuting topic are 

welcome and should be 
sent to:

The Editor, Sport 
Parachutist, d o  BPA, 
Kimberley House, 
Vaughan Way, 

Leicester,
LEI 4SG.

j



SACRILEGE________
If 'The Sport Parachutist’ is the 

window through which outsiders and 
beginners view our sport, then the 
Editorial column should be the focal 
point with clearly stated arguments 
and constructive comments.

This is sadly not the case. I dread to 
imagine the offence you may have 
caused by mentioning 'God' in the 
same sentence as the glaringly mis
placed apostrophe. To compound 
your sacrilege, you proceed to slate 
the Instructor fraternity in your amb
ling diatribe.

I suspect that most of the 240 
individuals on the list would agree that 
qualifying as Approved Instructors is 
actually fairly hard work. If any of us 
should indulge ourselves to the point 
of enjoying the status it is but 
secondary. Your comments implying 
that we are ‘only in it for the glory' are 
difficult to take from an editorial staff 
whose egos in some cases appear to 
be inflated to the extent of 60-foot 
cargo-’chutes on full de-reef.

Instead of unhelpful invective, why 
not tell us WHICH clubs are short of 
weekend instructors? It is surely your 
job to communicate - not simply to 
patronise us all with banal oratory. 
Blue skies,

ALISTAIR SMITH 
(aka 'Outraged of Letchworth’)

It looks as if I've put my foot Into 
another sacred cow pat!

My editorial was not and never 
intended to be (as you im ply) a 
criticism of the 'Instructor Fra
ternity' I am tempted to 
paraphrase Mr. Kipling and say 
how disappointed I am to see 
things I've written "twisted by 
knaves, to make a trap for fools".

The instructor system in this 
country (evolved over twenty 
years) is second to none. You are 
right in stating, "to qualify as an 
Approved Instructor is fairly hard 
work". An instructor who handles

even a small percentage o f the 
annual 32,000 plus, first (and in 
most cases only) jum p students 
weekend after weekend has a self
less dedication that I certainly do 
not possess.

My editorial was motivated by a 
deep concern for our lack of 
retention. One factor may well be 
the instructor student ratio on 
basic courses. Now if  there is no 
lack of instructors at our centres 
on weekends, then an instructor 
student ratio o f 25 to 1 (as I've 
seen myself) is unforgiveable.

There w ill be much discussion 
at the EGM about membership 
subs. Whether or not to increase 
P6, full membership and renewals, 
or both. Another 
way, of course, is to increase our 
productivity, and as our product is 
sport parachutists, try and keep 
more in the sport and benefit from  
the additional subs. This is where 
instructors come in, their contri
bution could be tremendous.

So that is why I feel those with 
ratings should not use them as 
status symbols as one collects 
SCR's and SCS’s. There are 
individuals on our current list who 
have not jumped for some time let 
alone instructed students.

I make no excuse for my own 
ego, but I do take exception to you 
widening the personalisation of 
your criticism to the other mem
bers o f the editorial staff, who are 
only BPA members like yourself. 
They try to contribute something 
positive to the association.

Finally, with regard to your 
accusation of sacrilege. One thing 
I am certain about God, he's got a 
better sense o f humour than most 
people give him credit for.

Ed.

THE BRITISH PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION LIMITED

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given that the 

NINETIETH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
of the Association will be held at:

LADBROKE LEICESTER INTERNATIONAL HOTEL, 
HCJMBERSTONE GATE, LEICESTER 

on Saturday 11th January 1986 at 14:30 hours 
AGENDA

1 To consider, and adopt if approved, the Report of the Council.
2 To fix subscriptions payable by members for the ensuing year.
3 To discuss any Special Business.
4 To Elect the Council.
Dated this 2nd Day of August, One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty Five.
For and on behalf of the Council of the BPA. C.W. Port

Secretary General

NOTE: Members are reminded that under Article 30 of the Articles of Association only 
such business as is notified to the Secretary General in writing at least 30 days prior to 
the date of the Meeting can be included under item 3 • “Special Business” . 
Accommodation at the International Hotel for Friday and/or Saturday should be 
booked direct with the hotel • telephone Leicester (0533) 20471. Telex 341460. 
Election to Council - Your nomination paper (an insert with this issue of the Journal 
must reach the BPA Office by not later than Friday 4th October 1985 but do please 
submit as soon as possible, typewritten if possible please.
Ballot Papers • These will be sent out as an insert with the October issue of the Journal. 
PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF TIME.

YOUR 1986 JUMPSUITS
Tw in or single z ipper 

Made to your own requirem ents  
Quality fabrics, your choice of colours/flashing 

Display Team jumpsuits for team leaders, 
quantity discounts.

Prices from £28.50 to £38.50 per suit 
plus p. & p. (approx. £2.00)

PLEASE CONTACT JOE & SUE FORSTER

JUMP KIT SALES
4 D unoon Close, Rise Park, Nottingham . 

Tel: (0602-277485 (anytim e)
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CANOPY PERFORMANCE GUIDE________
With the variety of chutes available, it’s often difficult to select 

a chute that will give you the performance you want By using 
our guide, you’ll be able to choose from a range of chutes that 
will best suit your personal needs.
FIRST: Get your weight with typical garments (sneakers etc.) 
Add 15 lbs. (gear weight less main). This combined figure is 
your TOTAL SUSPENDED WEIGHT and is to be used with our 
chart as the weight figure.
SECOND: Keep in mind the type of jumping you are doing now, 
and what you plan ato do in the near future. Now pick a 
performance category that suits your need.
FINALLY: Go to the chart and locate your weight and perform
ance choice and follow the chart to their intersecting point. You 
will then find canopies that will suit your needs. In some cases 
you may find several choices, from which the smaller size will be 
faster and 9 cells will glide further.
PERFORMANCE CATEGORIES:
I RECREATIONAL: A parachute in this range will generally 
offer smooth flight characteristics. The turns, stalls and all 
around handling will be gentle, and the landings the softest 
possible. A  good choice for fun jumping.
I I  SPORT: Canopies in this range will handle with authority, 
you can expect quick response to your toggle input. Stalls, turns, 
and flaring will occur with predictable regularity. Performance is 
the key word here and we recommend some square experience.
I I I  ULTRA: Prior square experience is a must. You will get the 
maximum performance available, stalls, turns, and dynamic 
flaring action will be at their peak in this range. We are talking 
“ MAXIMUM EXCITEMENT.”
National Parachute manufacturers HI Performance canopies, 
and these figures apply only to their modesl, but can be used to 
evaluate similar canopies.
PERFORMANCE CATEGORIES
TOTAL SUSPENDED 

WEIGHTS RECREATIONAL SPORT ULTRA
UP TO 110 B C D E F B E A

120 C D F G B E A
130 C D F G B C E A B
140 D F G B C E F B E
150 D G H B C E F B E
160 D G H C D F B C E
170 D G H C D F G C E
180 G H C D F G C F
190 G H D F G C F
200 H D G C D F
210 H G H D F
220 H G H D G
230 H G H D G
240 H D G
250 H G
260 H H
270 H H
280 H
290 H
300 H

N O T IC E  T O  O W N E R S  O F  
A L L  SST/RACERS 

PU R C H ASED  IN 1 9 8 4  
A N D  1 9 8 5

The left Three Ring release housing on some 1984- 
85 SST/Racers many be routed incorrectly. This 
deviation has no safety implications. Only appear
ance is affected as the incorrectly routed housing 
tends to push the left riser off the shoulder.

To identify whether your rig is affected, locate the 
left-over the shoulder comfort pad and trace the three 
ring housing to where it emerges from the pad on its 
way to the riser. Now reverse your trace and feel with 
your fingers whether the routing is as in sketch ‘A’ or 
‘B’. It it is as in sketch ‘A’ follow one of the corrective 
procedures as described below.

This procedure should only be performed by an 
appropriately rated rigger.

There are two ways to correct the problem:
1. Remove the tacking and reroute the housing in 
the correct manner. Retack the housing. This method 
takes longer but does not require the use of a sewing 
machine.
2. Remove the lower 308 stitch holding the comfort 
pad to the type 8 diagonal. Move the housing to the 
outside of the pad and restitch. The restitch may be a 
304 stitch if a 308 machine is not available.
NOTE: The proper distance for the housing to stick 
out of the pad is 4.5" to the centre of the eye for 
standard rings and 3.75 for mini rings.

7 CELLS

Stingray
Spitfire
Avenger
Marauder

9 CELLS
E - Scorpion 
F - Renegade 
G - Vulcan 
H - Hercules
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A chance meeting on an instructors 
course earlier this year brought 
together the talents of Clive CIre and 
Mac McCarthy who together have now 
formed the UK's newest full-time 
Parachute Loft. The company is called 
Capital City Rigging Limited, but is 
known throughout the skydiving 
fraternity as Mac's Loft'!

A week later Mac left his job and he 
and his wife Sue moved down to 
Biggin Hill. A few premises were 
looked at by Clive and Mac, the first 
one proved later to be unavailable but 
the second choice was available 
immediately and Mac moved in with a 
large hammer and a pick-axe and 
proceeded to demolish everything in 
sight.

Both Mac and Clive agreed that the 
most important thing to do was to get 
the new loft construction and layout 
absolutely right and the decision was 
made to completely gut the existing 
premises which previously housed an 
Aircraft Charter Business, and re
design a brand new facility.

When the dust had settled they 
realised how much work was involved 
as a lot of room divides and partitions 
had to come down, the aim of the 
exercise being to keep the loft as 
open plan' as possible, thereby giving 
Mac the greatest flexibility in design
ing the layout.

Once the whole place had been 
gutted an electrician and carpenter 
were hired to sort out their relevant 
areas in the reconstruction. The result 
was a complete rewiring of the loft 
allowing a lot of light and some pretty 
heavy duty underfloor cable to supply 
all those machines. At the same time 
the carpenter was construction the 
numerous items of benchwork etc. that 
were required inside the purpose built 
loft, ranging from the packing table all 
the way through to the benches 
surrounding the machines and the 
associated shelving necessary for 
storing all the materials and webbing 
needed to produce and manufacture 
the goods.

Once this had been completed the 
sewing machines and heads were 
installed and at least the loft was now 
semi-complete, and in the right order 
as Mac was continually overheard 
muttering under his breath about how 
many miles he used to have to walk 
just to build a rig at a loft that wasn't 
designed properly.

The whole loft is now designed so 
that the materials and equipment 
arrive at one end and the manufac
turing process takes the material and 
webbing from machine to machine in 
an orderly fashion down the loft until 
the completed rig arrives at the other 
end on the quality control and 
despatch counter.

A decision then had to be made as 
to how best to advertise the loft and 
tackle the GK/European market 
place. Clive had been talking to John 
Sherman of Jump Shack South at 
Deland, Florida for the last 9 months 
about manufacturing his design (The 
Racer) here in the UK under licence. 
John Sherman was not interested at 
that time in the deal unless they 
proved they were serious, built a 
proper loft and then obtained a world
wide recognised FAA TSO approval 
on the loft and on the container itself. 
A telephone call to John confirming 
that they were ready for his support

John Sherman hands over the plans to the SST Racer to Mac McCarthy as Clive (Jre looks on.

and an invitation to visit them at 
Biggin was extended to him.

For those readers who do not 
understand what a TSO is the 
following should be interesting. TSO 
stands forTechnical Standards Order. 
In the GS the Federal Aviation Admin
istration licenses Parachute/Equip
ment manufacturers insisting that 
parachutes be treated in their con
struction in exactly the same way as 
aircraft are. Therefore each part that 
goes to make up whatever you are 
building is checked and inspected 
very carefully and regularly during the 
construction process as well as before 
it leaves the manufacturing facility, 
thereby ensuring a guaranteed stan
dard of quality for the purchaser of the 
equipment • the customer who then 
knows that each and every part of the 
equipment is as 100% as we can 
possibly get it.

It also means that if a part is faulty it 
can be traced back to the supplier by 
its batch number and any other items 
manufactured with the same batch 
can be recalled and corrected. The 
FAA TSO system is recognised and 
approved worldwide. Because you do 
not require any TSO approval in the 
GK to manufacture parachute equip
ment there is therefore no guarantee

or standards set and that is why no GS 
manufacturer wants to have anything 
to do with a design being manufac
tured in this country because it only 
takes one badly made item or sloppy 
quality control to ruin a carefully built 
up reputation overnight.

They asked John whether he would 
be prepared to accept the BTSO that 
the BPA are trying to fix up but he said 
that as it wasn't recognised by the 
FAA it is therefore not recognised 
worldwide and is correspondingly 
useless at present, so much so that 
any rig made in this country could be 
confiscated by the FAA if found to be 
used in the GS!!! Which is why British 
Gear at present has a bad taste in the 
mouths of most GS DZ operators.

As they didn't want any hassles for 
jumpers using their gear it can be 
seen that for all concerned including 
the reputation of British workmanship 
an FAA recognised TSO is a very 
important requirement for a modem 
progressive loft manufacturing facility.

Once they had told John they were 
prepared to go all the way and obtain 
an FAA TSO he informed them that 
he would be only too happy to provide 
all the help and documentation that 
was needed in order to get it through 
and he would pay them a visit in



September and hand over the plans 
for the Racer which would enable the 
loft to manufacture his original design 
under licence in this Country.

In the meantime they were delight
ed to discover that an FAA Examiner/ 
Inspector was located permanently on 
the Airport, this was the man who 
approves all repairs and modifications 
to aeroplanes at Biggin and once told 
of the problem he said he would be 
only too happy to represent them to 
the FAA who interestingly enough are 
located on the Continent although 
their jurisdiction covers the UK.

While all this was going on Clive 
explained to John that it was very 
important that they started getting in 
some money for all their investment 
and asked his permission to start 
manufacturing a Pop Top Container 
exactly along the lines of the Racer 
with a few modifications that Mac 
wanted to incorporate which would 
then be called the ‘Tracer to keep as 
close as possible to the original name. 
He said that he understood complete
ly the requirement to stay solvent and 
gave his permission to go ahead and 
start manufacturing for the UK market.

Mac and Clive made the decision at 
this time not only to build container 
systems and parachutes but to also 
negotiate dealership arrangements 
that would allow them to provide the 
complete range of parachuting equip
ment ranging from complete cano
pies to goggles.

The next bit of amazing luck was the 
discovery that located not 150ft. from 
the loft was a company that had 
established a network of distributors 
and agents in the US and who fly into 
Biggin Hill Airport each week without 
fail, a complete assignment of goods 
designed for the UK marketplace. 
They were prepared to sign an agree

ment whereby they would only import 
parachuting equipment for the loft. A 
deal was struck enabling the loft to 
buy and import goods direct from the 
(JS, normally within 7 days.

The signs are very good for the 
future, enquiries and negotiations still 
continue and the list of authorised 
dealers is growing daily and it is with
out doubt the loft's intention to 
eventually supply any make of para
chute wherever it is manufactured.

Last week, during summer, the 
man himself John Sherman visited 
the loft for a day on his way to the 
World Meet. Once they had got over 
the initial shock of seeing him it was 
very interesting to note that he was 
very genuinely interested in helping 
and true to his word he had brought 
with him all the necessary documen
tation to complete the TSO formali
ties. He also had the plans for the 
Racer with him

After showing him around the loft's 
facilities which he was very impressed 
with, he agreed to sign the document 
that was prepared authorising the loft 
to maufacture the Racer in the UK for 
the whole of the UK/European 
market. In order to cement the agree
ment a skydive was arranged at Clive’s 
Parachute Centre. The lift consisted of 
Toby Drew, Terry Lord, Clive, Brian 
Louthwaite (CCI), Mac, Mickey, 
Cottle, Martin Flynn, John and 
Gordan Welsh.

Gordon who was on square famili
arisation left the Islander at 7000ft. 
and the aeroplane continued to climb 
up to 10,000ft. where everyone else 
left (except the pilot) and a very pretty 
star formed on the way down with 
John closing last and doing his best 
with his 45% dock to take everyone 
out. A dock which everyone will not 
ever let him forget. This was the nicest

The Inaugural Dive before ■ front row left to right: Mickey Cottle, Martin Flynn, John Sherman. Back row 
left to right: Toby Drew, Gordon Welsh, Terry Lord, Clive CJre, Brian Louthwait (CCI), Mac McCarthy.

The inaugural dive the exit.

way to end a successful business deal.
FAA TSO approval is now expected 

within 30-60 days as all the formalities 
have been completed it is simply a 
matter of waiting. The loft continues to 
flourish, excitement abounded all 
round when finally the brand new 
Weights & Measures Approved Rip
cord Tester arrived after being manu
factured by the local Aviation Mainten
ance Department. It is indeed a very 
impressive piece of machinery, and 
the actual tester can be built for sale 
at Biggin if any other loft ever wants 
one.

The loft now fulfills all the require
ments of the BPA for Approved Loft 
Status and are eagerly awaiting the 
approval of two examiners.

It has been quite an eventul three 
months, the loft was very pleased to 
welcome onto the full time staff 
Mickey Cottle, a young Americanised 
Kiwi who has a Master Riggers Rating. 
He's been working at Perris for the last 
three years before they threw him out 
on the expiry of his visa. There are two 
vacancies for suitably qualified riggers 
and if you ever want to see the other 
side of the coin or would like to talk 
over the purchase of some equipment 
then please feel free to visit the loft at 
Biggin Hill.

CLIVE URE, D4830
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II In my first article on Tandem Sport Parachutist 
April ’85 issue I concentrated on Bill Booth’s 
system. There is an alternative developed by Ted 
Strong from Strong Enterprises. It is quite different 
in concept although two people are still strapped 
together sharing the same parachute.

The Drogue system utilizes a 6ft. wide pilot chute 
that is static lined out of the plane. This is attached 
to the main canopy and partially collapses when 
the main is deployed.

In practice it means that your freefall delay is 
retarded by virtue of having a six foot drogue chute 
about your back balancing the jumpmaster and 
passenger in a horizontal position.

The first time I witnessed such a jump left me 
with the impression that a premature tandem had 
just left the plane! Next time I paid more attention 
but noted that the exit of the pair must leave the 
plane in a perfect student position directly into the 
slipstream, otherwise it is rather like watching a 
static line student roll off his heading and causing 
an argument with the umbilical cord. The snatch of 
this much smaller chute however must be less 
traumatic.

With Booth’s system if you do leave the plane 
unsystematically there is time before opening the 
chute to get the pair into a proper stable position.

What follows next with this system is strange to 
say the least: The tandem pair are effectively in 
freefall but supported by a mini parachute some 
15ft. above their heads as if in a suspended harness 
but still allowing them to maintain a heading, do 
turns either way and even track • slowly.

The effect of this drogue chute is much longer 
‘freefall’ delay than either Bill Booth's system or 
even solo jumping as I found to my cost when 
trying to take pictures.

I followed out Bill Morrissey from Strong 
Enterprises and his Dutch girlfriend on three 
jumps. The first problem I noted was the separation 
caused by them leaving the plane with a parachute 
open and me not. Our horizontal separation was 
considerable. Tracking over to them I realised out 
vertical separation was also increasing rapidly. It is 
difficult tracking in a dead spider but somehow I 
managed it and got within range of my cameras.

It is worth pointing out that if I have problems 
with a floating formation, which this represented in 
no uncertain terms, then mere mortal skydivers 
could well be opening their chutes 34000ft. below 
our subject, as indeed Pink Floyd, the resident 
Zephyrhills photographer, ably demonstrated even 
wearing his big balloon suit.

Norman Kent had developed his swing wing’ 
idea for camera jumping which allows a much 
greater range for the suit to handle from staying 
down with a hot 4-way team to popping up on a 90 
way.

My suit was copied from Norman's idea, built by 
Tony Uragello, tested by Paul Applegate, who in it 
lost a floating competition, taken apart by Joannie 
Murphy and put back together by Henri 
Pohjolainen so that now I estimate 100 ways 
should be in its mid range.

Bill Morrissey was falling at what I estimated to be 
an equivalent of a 150 person formation and I had 
problems! On the second jump I docked in a dead 
spider but was hurting. As I backed down Bill 
activated the main parachute which strangely 
causes a momentary acceleration down-wards as 
the pair fall away from their drogue before the lines 
become tight on their main and back up they went. 
I timed the jump from the video as 75 seconds 
from 12,500ft. to opening altitude of 4,000ft. A 
long time delay indeed.

It is difficult to be enthusiastic about a system 
that your gut feelings tell you will not catch on. This 
also is shared by many American skydivers who 
observed the jumps. The method seems more 
unnecessarily contrived than Booth's system 
though the longer freefall time might be seen as an 
advantage, but even this I suspect is not quite the 
same as conventional freefall.

LEO DICKINSON
(Photo Leo Dickinson - just)
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HEADCORN

2 Islanders, 1 Cherokee six. 
CRW, RW, Style & Accuracy 
coaching.
Student Free Fall AOD’s 
5 full-time instructors.
Rigging facilities.
Electronic pad 3 & 5 cm discs | 
Large soft pit.
1200mm Ground to air video. 
Air to air video 
Video room.
Team rates.
Food and accommodation 
on DZ (42 bunk beds).
Tents & caravans welcome.

I&rachutes 
De France
UK Ltd.
Magnum -  255 sq.ft. F1-1 1 8.8 ibs 7 c e l l
LIGHTWEIGHT SMALL VOLUME ACCURACY
CANOPY £697
Turbo -  222 Sq.ft. F1-11 8.0 lbs 7 CELL 
FAST AND LIVELY - FUN TO FLY £597 
Jaguar -  h a r n e s s  c o n t a in e r  
ADD £20 CUSTOM £336 
Requin -  h a rn e s s  c o n t a in e r  
ADD £20 CUSTOM £310 
(BOTH HARNESS CONTAINERS ARE 
COMPLETE WITH EITHER PULL OUT OR 
THROW AWAY 3 RING RELEASE AND 
RISERS)

Complete system 
ready to jump £1367
TO INCLUDE PRESERVE IV RESERVE AND 
TURBO MAIN
Full range of parachuting 
accessories available
N.B. Delivery six months for items not in stock.

n

SLIPSTREAM ADVENTURES
THE UK’s 1st FULL-TIME ACCELERATED 

FREE-FALL SCHOOL!

FOR DETAILS
Phone 0622 890641. Ansphone 0622 890862 
Or w rite to T h e  A irfie ld ’ Headcorn, Kent.



18 With the display season in full swing 
everyone has been kept busy ■ Micky 
Munn working hard to collect enough 
money for the new aircraft, Alec 
Munro organising all the admin for the 
display teams, Bob Harman recruiting 
and organising his student courses, 
and Keith Hopper fighting back 
against a growing pile of paper-work 
and a temperamental photo-copier, 
they somehow found time to lead the 
team up and down the country during 
one of the busiest display seasons 
ever, even with such a terrible summer 
it has been a good season with few 
cancellations, among the more not
able displays was for our sponsors 
Coloroll in France, which gave Bob 
a chance to practice his French and 
the remainder of the team to try and 
buy some Franglaid!

Also the Cl 30 Boogie at Newcastle, 
a ten day trip shared with the Royal 
Marine Team, there was a lot of 
friendly rivalry on this one and the 
partying was as good as the jumping. 
However the marginal winds on the 
final jump caused the demise of John 
Turner who definitely broke his leg, 
this being particularly unfortunate as 
he was due to go off to Bad 
Lippspringe on the following day for a 
training camp with the 4-way team 
prior to the Army's. JTs loss was 
Eddie Carroll’s gain, as never being 
one for misplaced sentiment, he took 
JTs slot on the 4-way team to join

Keith Saunders, Sean Day and 
Graham Robertson and headed for 
Lippspringe Advance Course taking 
Greg Cox along as video man; also on 
the course was ex Freds Jim Scarrett, 
whose caustic eye didn't miss a trick 
during the video debrief and Kiwi 
Sharp who was also training.

The Freds were also involved in 
some Lippspringe firsts, notably the 
first night ten way over the centre and 
the first CRW hook-up with slots, the 
latter being a single layed square 
canopy which is really fun to try. It 
proved to be a good training camp 
and many new friends were made, 
thanks must go to Major Card, Bob 
Charters and all the staff, also to Katie 
for an excellent spread at the end of 
the course do.

After this it was back to England 
and straight to Nethers for the Army’s 
‘A  team. A Red Devils 'B' team was 
entered consisting of Dougie Young, 
Julian Spencer, Roy Deakin and Neil 
Dixon. Both A and B teams did very 
well and some new trophies were 
brought home. The A team winning 
the 4-way RW and a silver in the CRW, 
Spencer taking the style, and Dougie 
coming second.

Back on the Avenue training was 
going well with Ian Barroughlough 
and Carl Dagger both working their 
way up the cat system. In the keeness 
to achieve D' licences Phil Richmond 
Yanto Evans and Jock Mosetig

headed for Thruxton with John Rix 
who was testing some more Dogie kit. 
Phil and Yanto had to air their reserves 
in unfavourable wind conditions, this 
resulted in Phil breaking his wristsand 
Yanto skinning his hands to the bone, 
they are now both well on the way to 
recovery.

Finally the arrival dates of the new 
aircraft has been confirmed for 
October 21st but BN generously 
allowed it to be used for two displays, 
the first was into Oxford Football Club 
for Mr. Robert Maxwell. Dave Pewsey 
the first non-team member to use the 
new aircraft unfortunately seemed to 
have overlooked the beer rules. On 
this day Alec Munro and the rest of the 
available team members hi-jacked G- 
ORED and so became the first lift into 
Queens Avenue, this was recorded on 
video for posterity and the rest of the 
team.

The rapping came the second time 
for the prize giving at the Army's, 
where the team laid on a nice display, 
with a very impressive double dia
mond track, by Spence and Dougie.

So now all the team are looking 
forward to leave and the arrival ot the 
new aircraft, and the team party on 
November 9th, and then as always 
young men's thoughts turn to Z-Hills 
and all that it has to offer.

If anyone can find a home for a 
slightly used Islander and can spare 
£000,000 please give Micky a call, he 
would love to hear from you.

G. COX, D4413

BLACKPOOL AIRPORT
0253 -  404314

THE
DONCASTER
PARACHUTE

CENTRE
FU LL T IM E  - All Categories Welcome 

Membership £6.00 per year

Accommodation & Camping, Restaurant, 
Showers & Toilets - ALL ON DROP ZONE

S P E C IA L FOR 1985
1 & 2 Week Student Progression Courses 

Easy Access from M1 A1 M18 M62, also 
on Mainline Rail & Road Services.

FOR D E T A ILS  C O N T A C T :
Doncaster Airport 
Bawtry Road 
Doncaster 
Tel: (0302) 532636/535666
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PARACHUTE 
DISPLAY TEAM

As we are now well over halfway 
through this year’s Demo season I 
consider its time to put pen to paper to 
let the world know how we are doing.

For those of you who have never 
heard of us (because you are blind or 
deaf, or have some other serious 
disability) we are the Trail Blazers 
Parachute Display Team and were 
formed on 1st April 1984 when the 
teams of the Light Infantry and the 
Royal Green Jackets amalgamated. 
Prior to the amalgamation the Light 
Infantry Team was formed in 1976 
and the Royal Green Jackets Team in 
1958. The Royal Green Jackets had 
the very first Military Free Fall Team in 
the UK. Our base is Winchester which 
is ideally situated as a control centre 
for displays up and down the country.

We have 14 full time parachutists 
out of which one is an advanced 
instructor/examiner, four are approved

instructors and five are approved 
riggers. We have a Major as our 
ultimate boss, two clerks/commen- 
tators, and the only husband and wife 
team in the British Army.

The year got off to a great start 
when we arrived on 20th February at 
Bad Lippspringe to carry out a 
month’s Team Training. We were 
treated like Royalty by the Lippspringe 
staff who bent over backwards to 
answer our every beck and call. The 
outcome was that we left with an 
average of 57 jumps per head (talking 
of heads the beer in Germany is 
second to none and dirt cheap!) We 
intend returning next year for our 
team training and if any member of 
the Lippspringe staff can guess who is 
compiling this excellent report on the 
best display team in the UK (my initials 
are JJM) then please reply by 5th 
August and I’ll treat you to a case of 
Barre Brau'when I next appear on the

scene. Once again thanks for your 
support during our team training.

This year to date we have jumped 
off 213 students a lot of whom carried 
on and made continuation jumps ■ no 
mean achievement considering that 
this season the weather has been 
particularly unkind to us.

We have also carried out 83 
displays cancelling 14 due to the 
inclement (that's a word I learnt off 
Ray Ellis) weather. On the majority of 
displays Canopy Relative Work was 
performed (a bi-hand is a regular 
formation taken into the arena) and 
who knows, before the end of the 
season the crowds may be lucky 
enough to see a CRW Diamond or Tri- 
hand which can be performed with 
some degree of success when 
weather conditions are favourable.

Our CCI is Sgt Ray Ellis. He's a 
great bloke respected throughout 
Western Europe for his meticulous 
dedication, unflagging enthusiasm, 
zeal and determination to our Sport. 
He also has funny ears and wears 
funny glasses. His wife Mally is a 
member of our team (she's a TA 
member of the Queen Alexandra’s 
Royal Army Nursing Corps) and takes 
part in displays when the opportunity 
arises.

On a sadder note we say farewell 
this month to our OC Major John 
Read who leaves the Army on retire
ment. Major Read took over the 
management side of the Green 
Jackets Parachute Team in April '82 
with nine jumpers and a very small 
account. He has built the team up to 
what it is today - a team with 14 full 
time jumpers, 2 minibuses, 140

displays and 30 student courses per 
year. He will be a sad loss and we wish 
him and his family all the best in the 
future.

On the competition side we have 
had one team enter the Headcorn 9- 
way speed event, two teams compet
ing at the Peterborough LAC Meet and 
one team entering the Army’s.

Looking ahead to next year we 
intend to set up a permanent drop 
zone which should prove invaluable in 
training our students from jump one 
up through the category system. It 
would be permanently manned with 
one of our full time instructors on site. 
We also intend purchasing our own 
aircraft and are currently looking 
around for a suitable type.

Radio Rentals are our sponsors and 
without their generous help by way of 
cash grants, provision of vehicles, 
displays etc., we would not be any
where nearthe high standard we are at 
present.

I intend doing a further article on 
our achievements at the end of the 
current season, however if you wish to 
come along and see how a first class 
demo team operates then please 
don't hesitate to contact me and I will 
furnish you with a copy of ourforecast 
of events for next year.

In closing I would like to thank all 
those DZ/aircraft operators who have 
supported us so faithfully this year and 
we look forward to receiving your 
invoices in the not too distant future.

P.S. Dave can you please ensure that 
Ray Ellis does not receive a copy of 
the mag that this is published in.

“THE INVADER” SYSTEM 
NOW AVAILABLE

For p rec is ion  accu racy , fast response a nd  re liab ility  the ALTi II is the 

best p a ra c h u t in g  a ltim eter a v a ila b le  R ange  0-1 2 .000ft

PRICE O N LY £75  -  inc VAT pScp £ 1.50

Available from stock at

UK Distributor (and stockist)

MJUNJUR SPORTS 
Shawcloagh Road 

Rochdale 0706-55131

S p o rts  
in s t r u m e n t *

M anor House Mews, 

Beam  Street, 

N an tw ich , Cheshire  

Tel: (0 2 7 0 )  6 2 9 8 0 7  

or (0 9 4 8 )  2 1 7 9

THE INVADER HARNESS 
CONTAINER with 3 m ini rings £282
THE INVADER 24' RESERVE ^  ,,, £301 
THE INVADER 2 6 'RESERVE ^  £314
NIMBUS (9 CELLS) 2 2 5 s q ft  £658
NIMBUS BETA i8 5 s q ft  £582

Plus CRUISLITE MAIN CANOPY 220sq ft £582 
XL CLOUD MAIN CANOPY 2 8 0 sq ft £658 

A n d  SWIFT SQUARE RESERVE £448
A ll items include V.A. T.

Complete Systems from £1,191
Some items ready fo r delivery. Stock patterns or custom colours 
available. Demonstration rig available to  try .
Full range of American equipment also available plus some used kit.

THE INVADER HARNESS 
CONTAINER

2. CHURCH PATH, PURTON, SWINDON 
WILTSHIRE SN5 9DR

Phone for full details or professional 
information service on

(0793)770022
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Cornwall Parachute Centre
Strongbow Accuracy Competition

Friday 23rd August, 1985 with blue 
skies over the Cornwall Parachute 
Centre, greeting 27 teams who had 
registered for the Strongbow Square and 
Round Accuracy Competition.

With the wind over the limits, it was 
decided to go straight into the square 
competition. What a day! Great to see the 
centre bustling and busy again after the 
1985 summer.

By sunset it was clear who were the six 
leading competitors, Steve Nundy had 
surged ahead with a score of 3.74 closely 
followed by - John Fisher 5.24, Dave 
Wilson 5.66, Nigel Spring 6.98, Robin 
Gallon 7.13, Pete Wade 8.62.

With a good days jumping under our 
belt we all headed off for the bar. By 
10.30 the bar was quiet as most 
competitors decided on an early night.

Saturday dawned with broken cloud 
and the same blustery conditions, so no 
round jumping today. On adding up the 
scores on the second round the reigning 
champion was still heading the field by a 
good metre and the other five competi
tors still in the running. Although the 
other square jumpers knew they would 
not catch up with the accuracy hot shots, 
they tried their best, and some very good

scores arose from their attempts. Nigel 
Spring 24.83, Pete Wade 26.61, Robin 
Gallon 27.05.

The judges were keen to see the 
completion of the square competition, 
with the wind on the limits John Fisher 
took the lead with a total score of 20.23, 
which was soon upstaged by a brilliant 
last jump by Dave Wilson who finished 
with a score of 18.64. By now all eyes 
were turned skywards to the remaining 
champion making his final approach. 
But a great cheer went up as he misread 
the wind and ended up with a score of 
20.37, sorry Steve.

Saturday saw a lively night in the bar 
and everyone agreed a very high 
standard had been accomplished that 
day. The final score was: Dave Wilson 
18.64, John Fisher 20.23, Steve 
Nundy 20.37 - Well done Dave.

Sunday morning saw the start of the 
round competition, with weather condi
tions near perfect.

Throughout the day was some skilful 
work under the aeroconicals with various 
teams occupying the number one spot. 
It was clear by round two that there could 
be a new champion with John Harris 
edging into a commanding lead. In the

meantime the CCI had zapped on his 
first two jumps, needless to say he didn’t 
win the individual trophy. By mid
afternoon on Monday John Harris was 
the outright winner, last year’s champion 
Rachel Poole had to settle with second 
place, third was Mark Goodrich.
John Harris 43.3, Rachel Poole 59.00, 
Mark Goodrich 82.9 
1st Team - Chris Eddy, Pete Wade, 
Rachel Poole.
2nd Team - Robin Gallon, Jer Howland, 
Sarah Blake.
3rd Team - Steve Nundy, Collette 
Burgess, John Harris.

The Cider lamp was lit and toasts to 
good friends, a great weekend and a 
special thanks to Bulmers. Thanks 
“ Sorry Mr. Gubbins” must go to our five 
friends from the Golden Knights who 
were shown what Cornish nights were all 
about. A toast to August 25th, 1986.

Congratulations to John Fisher on 
obtaining his Advanced Rating, his 
CISPA Tandem Rating and hope he gets 
his Pilot Licence before Christmas.

Night Jumps - 26th October 1985 to 
2nd November - all welcome. Hot soup, 
baked potatoes, special tee shirt.

THE CORNISH PIXIE

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS 

._______________________________________________ I

SPORTS D IA R IE S  

2 KENNET PLACE 
M A RLB O RO U G H  

W ILTSHIRE SN8 IN C  
EN G LA N D

Please send me......................... copy/copies of

THE PARACHUTISTS D IA RY /D IA R IE S  

bound in black with gilt corners and pages 
edged in gold leaf, at £3.99 plus 30 pence P&P 

each.

Please note that P&P costs extra outside 

the UK.

I enclose a cheque/Postal Order payable to 

SPORTS D IA R IES

for£

Mr/Ms

Address



Hiya everyone,
Here is the mid-season report 

you've all been dying to read.
Well it's going ok... Apart that is 

from the same thing that has upset an 
awful lot of boogies, fun meets and 
general skydiving up and down the 
country... Yep, the weather. Every time 
somebody has said, “ could this be the 
start of summer?" the next day has 
shattered the illusion. Still I am sure 
none of you need me to give you a 
weather report on the last 3 months.

So on with the news. We’ve been 
very busy Hectors and there is no sight 
of it letting up just yet. On top of all the 
demos pre season planned there has 
been a lot of extras thrown in on behalf 
of our Kronnenbourg sponsors. This 
has meant splitting the team on 
occasions and of course lots more 
travelling on top of our already heavy 
mileage forecast.

At the time of writing we have been 
to some 45 venues and have done 
around 80-odd demos (not bad 
considering the weather). We've also 
had some trips abroad that were new 
to the team.

Eight of the lads (including my 
unfortunate self) went to Hong Kong 
for an eight day period for the Queens 
Birthday Parade. It was a very success
ful trip not only from the point of the 
demo but because we were also able

to jump with some of the local 
jumpers. During our stay there was 
the first eight-way over the new 
territories and a couple of CRW intros 
to some of the staff.

Our thanks go to Pete Lambson 
who arranged the trip for us at his end 
and 1 must say that we were impressed 
by the attitude and abilities of all the 
jumpers at all standards at JSPC Hong 
Kong. (See you next year gang).

During the same period we had a 
group of four go to France to trial the 
new CRW canopy ‘Contract’. This was 
a continuation of our research into 
future purchase for the team. (Again, 
results top secret).

Yet another group from the RN & 
RMSPA at Dunkeswell were in Berlin 
around about the same time. They 
were among several other demo 
teams and did themselves and us very 
proud (as usual). Now then back to 
Britain....

You might know by now that we 
intend to attack the world record on 
CRW stacking again in August In 
preparation for this we've been 
grabbing every chance the weather 
has allowed to go up and do some big 
stuff. So far we have done several 8 
and 9 stacks, a couple of tens and over 
Spilsby we cracked an eleven. I think I 
am right in saying there has not been

an eleven stack over a demo ever 
before?? Next week we hope to get our 
twelfth member back from injury and 
given the conditions will put up a new 
record for demo stacking.

If the world record attempt goes the 
same way as some of the practice 
jumps the present team have been 
making then there could be one hell of 
a 'knees up' at Dunkeswell in August. 
I'm pretty sure it will also hold us in 
good stead for the CRW Nationals in 
September.

So, overall the last few months have 
been successful and the end of the 
tunnel is in sight. It’s also been nice to 
see a few friendly? faces in the crowds 
from experienced jumpers and some 
students from local centres up and 
down the country (it helps keep us on 
our toes when we know that someone 
down there knows what's going on up 
here).

All that remains in this article is to 
say a ‘mega’ thank you to Walter 
Gubbins for helping us out when 
trying for the four man down plane. 
We’re always keen to soak up his 
experience and guidance. Come 
again soon Wally!

Cheers everyone...

CHRIS SCHOFIELD, D5576
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Gear Switch 
Condemns Round 
Canopies

With parachute centres changing to square canopies for students, the new 
and used markets for round parachutes is quickly drying up. Students used to 
begin on round canopies such as the 35ft T-10 or Para-Commander and then 
transition and trade up to a ram-air canopy at around 30 jumps. Now that many 
students are using the square from the first jump, they have no interest in the 
round; when they switch from rental to purchased equipment, they select the 
higher performance canopy.

In a recent speech in Abuquerque to the University of Minnesota/Sandia 
Decelerator bourse, Dan Poynter revealed he had shipped over 5,000 copies of 
his 'Parachuting Manual for Square/Tandem Equipment' between January and 
June 1985. Many schools give this book to students in their first jump course. 
"I knew centres and schools were changing” , said Poynter, "but I had no idea the 
equipment upgrade was happening so quickly and was so widespread. I predict 
every major drop zone will provide ram-air canopies to students within a couple 
of years. You can bet when these students buy their first rig, it won't be a round.”

Students are making their first jumps on ram-air gliding canopies with little 
additional training and though the costs to the centre are higher, these costs are 
offset by many advantages. Mow when the student decides to buy, they do not 
have to purchase a round canopy until they are ready for a square. Additionally, 
initial results indicate a higher student retention rate because the gliding canopy 
makes the jumps more fun. With experienced jumpers on squares and students 
buying only squares, there would seem to be no future for the round canopy.

WORLD RW MEET
RESULTS
4-WAY

Country R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 Total
United Stated 12 14 13 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 118
Canada 12 12 8 11 10 11 12 11 11 14 112
France 12 11 9 11 10 10 11 11 11 13 109
Australia 11 12 10 11 10 4 11 10 11 14 104
Austria 12 13 8 11 6 11 11 6 12 12 102
New Zealand 10 12 5 10 9 9 9 9 10 12 95
Italy 10 10 10 9 9 10 10 5 10 11 94
United Kingdom 8 6 10 8 8 8 9 10 11 11 89
Denmark 9 9 6 9 9 8 7 7 9 11 84
Finland 4 11 9 6 9 9 9 7 9 8 81
Soviet Union 8 11 5 9 7 6 8 8 9 10 81
Switzerland 10 9 7 5 9 8 8 9 3 10 78
Sweden 8 9 8 7 8 5 6 8 9 9 77
Belgium 8 8 6 9 4 8 6 7 8 10 74
Germany F.R. 8 4 7 9 8 7 7 7 8 7 72
Norway 6 8 7 8 7 8 5 7 8 5 69
Netherlands 6 8 6 7 6 7 7 7 7 6 67
Spain 6 2 5 5 5 6 5 5 7 6 52
Czechoslovakia 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 47
Yugoslavia 3 5 2 4 5 5 5 4 4 6 43

8-WAY
Country R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9R10 Total
(Jnited Stated 12 13 15 11 11 12 10 13 12 11 120
France 11 10 8 9 9 11 8 10 10 10 96
Canada 10 10 12 8 8 4 8 11 10 7 88
Soviet Union 9 7 8 8 8 7 6 6 6 7 72
Finland 8 8 10 6 4 7 5 7 7 6 68
Denmark 7 8 10 6 6 6 5 5 8 7 68
United Kingdom 7 7 8 5 7 8 2 8 5 7 64
Sweden 7 6 8 5 6 7 4 7 6 5 61
Belgium 7 4 6 5 5 6 3 7 3 7 53
Australia 6 5 7 5 7 1 3 7 2 4 47
Germany F.R. 6 5 3 4 5 6 4 4 3 3 43

DINNER DANCE
The annual Dinner Dance of the BPA will take place at 
the Ladbroke Leicester International Hotel, Humberstone 

Road, Leicester on Friday 10th January, 1986 .

DETAILS______________
1. Assemble at 7.30 for 8 .00  p.m. start.

2 . Ante Room Bar will be open from 7 p.m.
3. Table wines may be ordered in the Ante Room from  
7 p.m. (cash with orders please).
4 . Disco immediately following Dinner.
5. Cash bar open until 2 .00  a.m.
6 . Menu -

Chicken and Leek Soup
* * * * * * * * * *

Roast Contrefilet of Beef Chasseur 
* * * * * * * * * *

Vegetables & Potatoes in season 
* * * * * * * * * *

Kirsch Gateau 
* * * * * * * * * *

Coffee with Cream 
Mint Wafers

7. If anyone has any problems foodwise, 
vegetarians, vegans etc., please contact me at 
the BPA Office.
8. Accommodation may be booked direct with the 
hotel on Leicester (0533) 2 04 71 .
9. Cost of accommodation: £13 .5 0  per person includ
ing VAT, not including Breakfast.
10. Cost of Dinner/Dance Tickets: £ 11 .50  per person.

W A J P T E D  
A T

WILD GEESE
JUMP PILOT 

182-206 RATED. ACCOMMODATION PROVIDED 
FULL TIME POSITION - PLUS 

ANY T10 CANOPIES, 2 TANDEM SYSTEMS, 
SECOND HAND SQUARES.

TEL: 026 585 669 (AGHADOOWEY)
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The Pampisford 10 and 20- 

Way Speed Meet was the set

ting for the Y U G O  CAR spon

sored attempt at breaking the 

British/European Ladies record 

which currently stood at 16.

The largest turn-out of ladies 

ever to converge on a British DZ 

occurred (36 in total) and the 

painful process of deciding who 

would, or would not, be chosen 

had to be dealt with in the most 

diplomatic and exceedingly un

popular manner, (a dirty, filthy, 

rotten job - but someone had to 

do it). However, the axe swung 

with unnerving frequency until at 

last 20 ladies stood, relievedly 

unscathed. I would like to thank 

the 16 ‘lurking ladies’ who 

showed so much enthusiasm and 

support - I hope you are not 

discouraged in future events.

0730 hrs Saturday 20 ladies 

‘got their act together’ and fortu

nately the huge marquee (kindly 

supplied by Y U G O  CA RS) 

proved to be invaluable for dirt- 

diving as the weather outside was 
typical to that which has ham

pered most Meets in the UK this 

year. Torrential rain and gale 

force winds are no strangers to 

British DZs. Big ‘G ’ certainly isn't 

a skydiver1! (Well, not this 

summer.)

After many dirt-dives, pep 

talks, exit and run-out practice.

G irls  g o  fo r  it /

the next hurdle presented itself. 

Due to the inclement weather 

more ground time than normal 

was extended to the Press and 

TV - but, they insisted we had to 

jump right now otherwise the 

deadlines would elapse for Sun

day National papers and BBC 9 

o ’clock News. Their patience was 

draining fast and by 3.30pm 

some newsmen left in despair 

and not comprehending that to 

jump in 30 knot winds was not 

conducive to good health.

Thunderstorms hung gloomily 

over the DZ when suddenly, out 

of the blue (pardon the pun), Big 

‘G ’ relented and furnished us 

with ‘wall to wall' blue and light 

winds - perhaps he is a skydiver 

after all!

The atmosphere was electric as 

we climbed to altitude on board 

the Pampisford Skyliner and a 

huge cheer went out when Sean 

(the skydiver driver) relayed mes

sages of good luck from both

those observing from the DZ and 

also the air traffic controllers at 

Duxford.

The exit was tight with both 

tailgate and side door being used 

and Cheryl Riley docked 5th to 

make it a good solid five-star 

base. The flakers were quickly in 

their slots and hot on their heels 

were the diamond tails, with 

Glenys Howarth locking up the 

last diamond. After glancing 

around I saw only 3 out, that 

be in g  our in trep id  p h o to 

graphers: Simon Ward, Kevin 

Mcllwee and Leo Dickinson. The 

form ation  was com plete at

7,000 ft.

From the base point of view, 

once complete, the formation 

was obscured by teeth and the 

words ‘we’ve got it’ could easily 

be read on everyone's lips. Once 

under the canopy  ecstatic 

screams and high pitched yahoos 

filled the air.

Many thanks to those involved

in making it all possible, especial

ly Mike Heerey and Sue Dixon of 

Yugo Cars.

Base

Jackie Smith 

Sue Dixon 

Joanne Rix 

Margaret Jackson 

Cheryl Riley 

Flakers 

Shirley Oldrey 

Alison Jenkins 

Mandy Dickinson 

Sue Bradley 

Lottie Dale 

Jackie Smith 

Amanda Kenny 

Chris Clements 

Jane Buckle 

Pam Duncan 

D iamond Tails 

Carol Mcllwee 

Heather Leach 

Karina Andrewes 

Annie Cooper 

Glenys Howarth

JACKIE SMITH



Try waiting until a bleak wintery 
morning in the middle of February 
when it’s —13 outside, then set your 
alarm for 05.15, take 24 hardbacked 
books, place a table tennis ball 
between each as you stack them up 
before balancing this precarious 
tower whilst you walk up a flight of 
stairs. This is about as easy as building 
the world's largest CRW formation.

Call it pushing the boundaries of 
British Parachuting, supplying our 
sponsors KRONEMBOURG 1664 
with another record or satisfying our 
own personal goals. Whatever the 
reasons, like beating the French, 25 of 
us set out in August to build a CRW 
plane tall enough for Mike McCarthy 
to BASE jump off. We did, it was over 
200 feet and furthermore in a week of 
total committment to a single goal 
from everyone we smashed the World 
night record to build a 22 stack, we 
broke our own existing British record 
16 times, we broke the European 
record now at 23 and we equalled the 
American's World Record. But it was a 
long, long time of waiting.

Paul Mansell (OCRMFFT), Chris 
Schofield and Steve Groves slotted 
together a mammouth administration 
task so that by the time we all arrived 
on Monday afternoon the stage was 
set. We drew on experience from as 
far afield as Hong Kong, from guys in 
a wide range of occupations spanning 
from Carpenters to Pilots, from 
Storemen to CCI's. Likewise there 
were aircraft from all over the country 
such as Pampisford, 3 cdo Brgd Air 
Sqdn, Yeovilton, Thruxton and Dunk- 
eswell. All arranged because of a 
unified desire to win.

Rod Boswell, with some interesting 
ideas and theories from Walter 
Gubbins, IFC, co-ordinated the batt
ing order. This time we didn't have the 
problems so often associated with a 
wide range of different canopies in 
one formation, each member had an 
Avenger above him. The RM display 
team had practiced during the demo 
season at putting together fast 11 
stacks so that all remained to do was 
sort out the 01’ School at the bottom... 
and that's Mission Impossible. SO 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEM, THE 
ROYAL MARINES PRESENT 

"A  VIEW TO THRILL'
Amazingly for this Summer' the 

weather was bad and we had to 
bimble around waiting for it to break. It 
did so, the SeaKing and Skyliner fired 
up, we organised the Skylinerto run in 
at 13,000ft with the Sea King at9,500. 
The base 18 went high the remainder 
in the Choppier know how difficult it is 
to explain what it's like to free fall past 
a building 12 stack. A ‘unique experi
ence' will have to suffice as a 
description for now.

The first attempt cleared the nerves 
and cobwebs but such was the degree

of confidence at getting it first go that 
everyone was surprised and bitterly 
disappointed that it only yielded a 16 
stack. Attempt number two went to 
19, the 3rd to 19 then 20 followed by 
two attempts at 21, slowly we 
improved.

The moon was full that night and 
although we already had six hard core 
CRW dives that day we felt the 
conditions to be perfect for one go. 
The fact that it was almost pitch black 
did little to dampen any of the ’go for it' 
attitude. As Apples' video later 
showed on TV we made somewhat 
lighter news than Spy Sandals and 
Aircraft disasters. Yes, a night CRW 
record beating the previous World 
best by 8 to make it 22! Party time in 
the Royal Oak.

Alarms set for 05.15, Wheels off 
scheduled for 06.00, Oberleutenant 
Boswell and Her Von Schoular 
dragging us from our pits, all to no 
avail though as the next two days were 
fraught with frustration. Four 22 
stacks sandwiching a 21 in just five

attempts, we were so close. A swing at 
the bottom of one stack preventing 
completion, the Cessna on another 
attempt ran in eight minutes late 
leaving 19 guys watching the remain
ing five free fall past only to be too late 
to dock before break off.

We worked our way through bad 
weather, early starts, late finishes and 
15 attempts. High spirits were still 
there, optimism was good and the 
media loved it, each morning, evening 
and night the public were able to 
follow our progression on a selection 
of TV Stations, in fact ITN broke their 
own record by having the same 
feature on four nights running. But in 
spite of all the attention and high 
spirits we still had to build a World 
Record.

Sunday September 1st was our 
final day to crack it, it was also 
Kronnenbourg's Celebrity Air Aid day. 
People poured into Dunkeswell to 
watch members of Spandau Ballet 
and Slade and Kenny Everett train and 
jump with us, all proceeds from this



promotion were going to the Ethio
pian Famine Appeal.

We knew time was catching up and 
waking to eight eights cloud with 30 
knots of wind we secretly held out little 
hope. However conditions did start to 
improve and clutching at straws we 
put up one attempt that built to a 
frustrating twenty. There was real 
brightness on the horizon coming our 
way, suddenly blue skies and a setting 
sun giving us idyllic CRW conditions. It 
had to be this attempt, THIS TIME 
GUYS, THIS IS THE ONE.

With the Skylinerand Sea King both 
long gone we had an Islander at
13.000 another at 10,000, a Cessna at
10.000 and a Wessex V at 9,000 feet 
There was Sward and Leo as usual 
taking film and piccies under canopy, 
Mandy on the ground, a further 
Wessex V with the BBC and a Gazelle 
for ITN. Six different aircraft dropping 
parachutists at four levels. There was a 
slick base eight that quickly built to 16 
once the second Islander dropped. 
Another five guys from the Cessna

were on approach and the final 
jumpers following close behind from 
the Wessex.

Honestly the tension was out
rageous, this attempt was building 
perfectly. At five grand it was a twenty, 
a hiccup as someone is dropped, 3% 
grand it’s 21 and my turn to dock 
There is a swing but everyone reacts 
together to quickly dampen it down 
it's 22 again! As if the job isn’t hard 
enough anyway I’m screaming atTaff 
James "come on, come on, this is it, 
we've got it.” He docked central, but of 
course there is no time for Ya hoos, 
with the stack swinging from side to 
side it’s impossible for the last guy to 
dock. Whistling through two grand 
and we can hear the crowd on the 
ground cheering. After break off there 
is no doubt they can hear us.

Imagine the celebrations that night, 
three dozen bottles of champagne 
and cans of 1564 everywhere. Smiles, 
handshakes, congratulations and 
memories to savour.

Realising the full impact of what

happened at ’The Well’ over the whole 
week comes a couple of days later. 
The work of those running the ground 
operation (cheers Dave), the commit
ment and sacrifice of those jumping, 
filming and backing up the attempts.

Asked if we viewed it a success, 
there was no need for in-depth 
analysis, just a glance at the celebra
tion scenes would answer the 
question.

The final words should possible be 
credited to Alaistair Burnett when he 
wrapped up the news one night...“The 
Ashes return and the Stack Record, 
not bad for a Monday night.''

See ya’II in Easter for the 30-way.

NIGE WATSON CLARK 
Pictures: SWARD & LEO DICKINSON
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In the summer of '83 the British 
Collegiate Parachute Association 
National Championships were held at 
Sibson. Since the people who took 
part in that event enjoyed the non- 
hardcore competitive atmosphere it 
was disappointing that no similar 
event was organised for 1984. New
castle University Parachute Club were 
among those disappointed and after a 
letter to the mag last Sugust, Steve 
Shaw became the new Chairman of 
the BCPA.

After much letter sending and an 
AGM held at Sibson in March, 
students began converging upon 
Pampisford on the week of the 8th 
July for the 1985 Nationals. At 
registration it was seen that over 15 
Universities and Polytechnics had 
entered teams for the various events 
and a total of 65 students made up 
these teams.

The competition was for all stand
ards of jumpers, the least experienced 
having five jumps and the most 
experienced having over 500. Be
cause this was more a social event 
rather than a hardcore competition it 
was decided that the events would be 
organised to favour the inexperienced 
with the emphasis put on progression 
and enjoyment.

Registration complete and briefings 
over with the talking stopped and 
jumping began in earnest. With the 
winds too strong for round canopies 
the more experienced jumpers opted 
for the 4-way speed as the first event

instead of the 4-way launch and 
accuracy.

Since the aircraft used were step 
exit Cessnas the speed obviously 
couldn't have the ‘no show’ rule! So 
the teams bunched themselves on the 
strut with the pilots keeping a beady 
eye out for any illegal grips. Three 
rounds of six teams were completed 
in the speed before the winds dropped 
and frustrated (by now) round canopy 
jumpers could get their feet off the 
ground.

There were four competitions for 
round canopy jumpers, these being 
S/L acc, F/F acc, S/L progression, 
F/F progression. Both accuracy com
petitions took the form of 'hit &  run', 
and credit must go to one lad who 
landed more than three fields away, 
dropped his kit and still ran to burst his 
balloon! (He didn't win by the way).

Evening brought the first barbeque 
of the week which was paid for from 
BCPA funds, free beer was supplied 
by London Parachuting and a disco 
kindly run by Surrey University's Sam 
Williams. Martin Soulsby, barbeque 
‘Chef Extraordinaire' did a marvelous 
job even if he didn't do too well with 
the potatoes, full marks for persever
ance.

Tuesday morning brought hang
overs, gloomy weather and gloomy 
faces. The weather improved in the 
afternoon but not enough forjudging 
since cloud cover was variable and 
winds a little gusty, so fun jumping for 
the more experienced got underway.

With continued improvement in the 
weather the final round of the speed 
was completed and also the round 
canopies were seen in the air once 
more. In the evening the first round of 
the LAC was completed. This event 
was over four rounds and the required 
launches were ■ star, bi-pole, zipper 
and marquis. Each team seemed to 
have its own coach and some very 
interesting ways of launching the 
various formations were practiced. 
The standard of launches was very 
high with only a few funnels and a 
couple of beautiful (but inverted!) 
launches. Credit must be given to the 
less experienced ‘Paralytics’ who did 
so well and also to Jenny Auckland 
who steered her team to victory.

Combined with the LAC was the 
individual accuracy (to save money) 
which was won by Paul Ffitch who got 
the one and only disc of the meet. 
Mathew Cruite of Liverpool University 
put many square jumpers to shame 
by regularly peppering the pit on his 
P.C. Well done Matt! It was during the 
LAC that Sam Williams took two 
reserve rides - if he'd wanted to enter 
the round accuracy I wish he had told 
us! Not to be outdone, Connor 
Cassidy and Tim McGany also took 
reserve rides during the week. Connor 
was later heard to say, “My canopy has 
only spiralled twice and both times I’ve 
chopped it!”

Wednesday brought fine weather 
and all the events were completed so 
the rest of the week was devoted to fun
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A The men’s team on the number two spot.
B Jane Buckle gets a DC.
C The ladies look happy on the number one spot.
D NUTS! Dirk Boidin shows great faith in Esther Renold’s accuracy. 
E The men’s team poses for Chris Clement’s camera.
F How’s that for a DZ?
Pictures by Chris Clement and Steve Eversfield.



RESULTS 
1. S /L Progression 
1 st Peter Lister 
2nd Phil Llewellyn 
3rd Phil Harmston 
3rd Eric Hays

2) S/L Accuracy 
1 st Martin Eadon 
2nd Kevin Gledhill 
3rd John Goodfellow

3) F/F Progression 
1 st Stephanie Bell 
2nd Liz Shanklin 
3rd Tim Atkinson

4) F/F Accuracy 
1st Jo Boorman
2nd Duncan Langhom 
3rd Dave Gillett

5) LAC
1 st Another Line 
2nd Paralytics 
3rd Hungover

6) Team Square Accuracy 
1st Hungover
2nd Paralytics 
3rd No Kidding

7) Square Accuracy 
1st Paul Ffitch
2nd Graham Suffield 
3rd Richard Line

8) Square Transition 
1 st Jenny Auckland

9) 4-Way Speed 
1st Myxamatosis 
2nd Another Line
3rd Down to the Cardboard

Overall college champions - 
Portsmouth Polytechnic.

jumping. Debbie Hindley managed to 
get her timing all wrong by producing 
several excellent progression jumps 
AFTER the competition had finished. 
Still, it would have been difficult to 
improve on Stephanie Bell’s 29/30 
marks for progression. One of the 
more spectacular dives of the week 
was provided by Messrs. Yates and 
McGowan who showed us what a 
good downplane looks like, much to 
the delight of everyone on the DZ.

Throughout the whole competition 
there were other events going on such 
as the almost continual (day & night) 
hacking with Trev Yates (the outback 
man) providing team coaching, late 
evening fires with the odd tree, again 
provided by Trev, building a 4-stack 
human pyramid, building of a 45-way 
collegiate dirt-dive and every evening 
saw the Chequers packed out.

After the prize giving on the 
Thursday evening (thanks to Jess for 
giving out the gongs) came the final 
barbeque. The atmosphere that night 
was terrific and liberal use was made 
of the water trough for many reasons, 
such as 100 jumps. Cat O's, being a 
good guy (guesss who Steve?), being 
a hippy and even for being a pilot. In 
his farewell speech Steve Shaw 
showed us his better side and new 
Chairman Tim McGarry launched a 2- 
way off the portakabin roof.

So on a cool Friday morning 
Pampisford returned to normal, the 
M l 1 filled with hitch-hikers and 
students returned from whence they 
came. But not all, a motley bunch of 8 
hangers-on challenged the skies once 
more and in the 182 and Riems 
Rocket tried for an 8 way, so close but 
not quite. An attempt at the Collegiate 
record (9-way) is to be made at the 10- 
way speed meet at Pampisford, if 
everyone turns up.

But what a fun time was had by all. 
In 3'/2 days there were 132 lifts, 175 
progression jumps, 3 Cat. 10’s, 3 Cat. 
8’s, 8 first squares, 3 first freefall and 3 
first CRW. The whole competition was 
carried out with the same spirit as the 
Olympics - it is the taking part that is 
important, not the winning (note: I 
didn't win anything!)

If you weren't there then you missed 
out on a great week so be there next 
year.

All that is left to say is thanks to all 
the staff at Pampisford who suffered 
us, to Jess at the Chequers, to every
one who turned up and also to Steve, 
who did a job no-one else would and 
I'm glad he did.

Good luck to Tim for the next year.
BCPA Reporting Subcommittee

Martin Soulsby pilots his 
Hethrington.
Photo by Chris Ivin.

1 st CRW  jum p, under guidance of Alan
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LAC winners • ‘Another Line’. Left to right Trev Yates, Richard Line, Mike Hammond, Jenny Auckland, 
Conor Cassidy.



Dive into PamGear First!

W k i f l ’ l l  f w *  ( S t c k g t  v r w i  H i H  For the m ost complete selection of equipment i
U 1 U .  industry, consult our 176 page catalog.

in the

poro-qeor equipment co.
Division of BACHMAN ENTERPRISES, INC.

3839 W. OAKTON S T R E E T  • S K O K IE , ILLINOIS 6 0 076  USA • (31 2 )6 7 9 -5 9 0 5  • T E L E X : 724438  
Order D esk Toll F ree  Number: (800 )323-0437  (Outside Illinois Only) rT7|

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Member Parachute Equipm ent Industry Assn.5 5  Q 0 , VISA*



SOUTH WEST COLLEGIATE
ACCURACY MEET 1985

In common with this year’s BPA 
Nationals the 1985 SWCA Meet was 
plagued with bad weather. Not that this 
dampened the enthusiasm of the four 
teams who arrived at Swansea Para
chute Club on 2nd July to register, 
collect their ‘Free’ Barbeque tickets, 
search in vain for the promised T-shirts 
and settle down to watch the windsock. 
The level of experience amongst the 
competitors was varied to say the least, 
from those with less than five jumps 
battling under GQ22s, to intermediate 
freefallers under aeroconicals, with two 
square jumpers thrown in for good 
measure.

The competition was to be straight 
accuracy over three rounds, with the zap 
set at 20 metres. Team captains were

briefed and the 206 brought in to cover 
for the aged G-PARA whilst it underwent 
servicing, waited at the holding point... 
Suddenly the weather broke and the DZ 
was plunged into semi-controlled chaos 
as Dave Howerski attempted to com
plete two rounds of the competition as 
well as jump the day’s course in the 
hours of daylight left. He succeeded, 
owing greatly to the superhuman efforts 
of the club’s packers. Staff and competi
tors were allowed time to recover as 
most of the following day was blownout. 
However, for once the infamous evening 
calm saved the day, and the final round 
was completed.

Not surprisingly, scores were varied, 
ranging from0.9m to out of the airfield. 
Final results were as follows:-

TEAM 

1st CJWIST
2nd Swansea University 
3rd Bristol University

INDIVIDUAL 
1 st Alun Jones (UWIST)
2nd Karen Asteley (Swansea)
3rd Olga Smeraldi (UWIST)

Many thanks to Dave, all the staff who 
acted as jumpmasters and to Chief 
Judge Sam and all his helpers, especially 
Buckethead for all their work and abuse. 
See you next year.
P.S. Belated thanks from all the students 
at SPC to Nigel Wroe, manifestor and 
friend, for all his help, both during this 
meet and in the past. We miss him.

GW JUMPSUITS
s 4  *7 ic u U U tu t o ff *  a  v  v

SIX S I Z E S . . . A N D  A  M U L T I T U D E  f i l l  
O F  S T Y L E S  A N D  COL OU R 

C O M B I N AT I O NS
Direct from Europe's 

Largest Manufacturer.

SUPPLIERS TO THE RED DEVILS

WRITE OR PHONE TODAY  
FOR BROCHURE S.A.E.
2 1 , S T O N Y A C R ES , YET MINSTER 
NR. S HER BORNE,  DORSE T DT9 6LT 
Telephone: Yetminster 872484

OBITUARY
NIGEL VINCENT WROE

Aged 24 years old died parachuting 3rd July, 1985.
Nigel began his parachuting career in March 1982 when Paul 

Kipplewhite and Frank Fonfe opened up skydiving in South 
Wales. They opened up as the Swansea Skydivers based at 
Fairwood Airport. The tragic helicopter crash of September
1982 stopped all parachuting activities at Fairwood for some six 
months.

When parachuting resumed on St. Davids Day, 1 st March
1983 Nigel was there on the first day. His devotion to 
parachuting soon became apparent as he quickly progressed 
from static line to ‘D’ licence skygod. Along the way, he lost his 
normal job and progressed from D.Z. Lurker to full-time 
manifestor and trainee rigger. Despite his sharp tongue and 
abrupt manner he made many, many friends within the 
skydiving community.

He will be dearly missed by us all.
D.L. HOWERSKI 

August 1985

SKIES CALL
three hard-bound 
full colour volumes 
featuring the best 
photography of 
international 
skydiving . . 
it's artistic, 
fantastic action, 
and fun.
Send cheque 
with order to
SKIES CALL 
‘Vanhalla’ 
Wickhurst Rd 
Sevenoaks Weald 
Kent TN14 6LX
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"90 Left and pass me the
life jacket..." photos by  bo b  su ttie

1 STEPHEN A. BELL
The first lift of the boogie took off in the evening 

calm of Friday 19th July. Blobs of darkened 
industrial haze were scattered across the luminous 
blue skies of the Gower. The smell of fear and 
excitment pumped around the aircraft: This set the 
scene for the next 10 days. The weather was 
continually shifting from storms to blue skies and 
the smell of fear and excitement alternated 
between half frozen B-B-Q chickens and Nos 
14/16 with special fried rice!!

Swansea also provided its fair share of videos, 
Weston-on-the-Green National Rim Festival. The 
famous sports parachuting film director ‘Ole 
Dicksonin’ showed his usual flare for pleasing the 
crowds and other film editors!! Consequently 
various boogie films were produced providing 
good competition for this year's Oscars.

The subject of these films reflected the varying 
high standards of skydiving. Ole’s film showed one 
or two differing shots of Annies 16-way. They 
skilfully flew 4/8 way pieces across the sky, some
times they rebuilt. However the film that captured 
the imagination of the audience above all else was 
the beautifully choreographed Aerial Waltz. As 
Sgt. Howerski was heard to say, “The sheer delight 
of spiritual awareness allows this type of aerial 
poetry to take place....it’s really pretty!”

The entertainment value of the films produced 
this year proved to be of great value to all 
concerned. The Grimdale Death Merchants 
showed their usual panache in being totally 
obnoxious in their partying habits. By the way 
Mr. Smitheman how did you enjoy the Sauna! The 
Doncaster Bombers also proved to be colourful, 
some would say flash! Others would would say 
Sandy ask Lorraine! The mob from Pampisford 
who not only brought the plane with them but also 
some good fun jumping. Although perhaps some 
were having more fun’ than others!!

Visitors came once again from many different 
countries ■ Ireland, Scotland, Belgium and as far

away as New Zealand and South Africa. With over 
175 skydivers at this year’s boogie over the 10 
days, only 5 cutaways, 1 premature opening and 
zero injuries occurred. Over 75 lifts were 
completed and more than 1,500 descents made, 
in eight days of jumpable weather?

Some of these descents were actually located on 
the airfield. Others were made deliberately to 
attract media attention for the boogie. This is the 
firm belief of those jump masters concerned. Even 
so the Gower Tourist Information Service have 
incorporated “ the height-hikers guide to the 
Gower” in next year's information brochure.

Considering that the boogie began with the 
Swansea Club Members at a low ebb with the loss 
of a well loved member of staff, every effort was 
made to enjoy the blue skies. Special mention goes 
to the affiliated Swansea 8-way who throughout the 
boogie learnt how to bomb formations, eat and 
drink in freefall, and occasionally funnel a perfectly 
good star! Most of all an air of fun began to return.

This was highlighted by Bob Suttle’s attempt to 
beat all other video men by attempting to wear 
three cameras on his head. It was also reflected by 
Charlie Basley trying to wear a tray to ‘beat' all other 
skydivers on their heads.

At the end of the day, just before the evening 
calm, thanks must go to all of those people who 
provided for and helped organise the Boogie. 
Thanks to TSE for provision of some wonderful 
spot prizes (do you do OS maps?), To thin Air Ware 
(B. Witton)!

Special thanks to Matt Mortlock, Sean Lee and 
Lynette for bringing the aircraft. It wouldn't have 
been the same without you.

Not forgetting of course Skydiner who provided 
the BBQ food, Alex and Sheila on manifest, 
loadmasters Sara, Francis and Bob. And to all the 
lurkers who helped to run the show. Thanks Sarge 
that was great!

By the way where were the Slug Brothers?
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Exit with Jed O'Reilly smiling at earners. Photos by Bob Suttle. Photo Swansea Boogie '85. 



Doe: Robin Amold about to dock. 



PARACHUTE LANDINGS 
SIMULATOR

The Parachute Landing Simulator is an entirely new type of 
training aid based on old well tried ideas. It is an ideal training aid 
for all parachute centres both civil and military. This new equip
ment provides a very realistic landing mode and encourages the 
student to do a good landing room in the direction he is moving, 
continuing to give support throughout the parachute landing 
fall.

A launch platform is provided some 8ft high, from which 
students can safely despatch themselves, under the supervision 
of the instructor who stands at the landing area. There is no need 
for an extra instructor on the launch platform. All the student has 
to do is climb up the ladder onto the launch platform, put his 
hands through the highest set of wrist loops he can reach, hold 
on, and when he has taken up the correct parachute landing 
position, leave the platform. The P.L.S. will then lower the 
student down a 45 degree angle of descent at a realistic speed 
onto the landing mats, and continue to give some support to the 
student while he completes his P.L.F. When the student has 
completed the roll and let go of the harness, the automatic 
rewind system comes into operation, returning the trolley and 
harness quickly to the correct starting position readyforthe next 
student.

The controlled rate of descent, together with the forwards, 
backwards or sideways motion provides the student parachutist 
with a natural medium to practice and perfect his P.L.F.’s. The 
confidence gained by climbing onto the launch platform, 
grasping the harness loops, stepping off and landing unaided, 
will serve to eliminate the panic and tenseness associated with 
first descents.

Used in conjunction with an electronic pad that can be placed 
in any number of hard to reach positions, accuracy jumpers are 
finding the Parachute Landings Simulator a valuable footwork 
training aid. The rapid turn round time for succeeding descents 
is a further asset.
An Operator’s Opinion

The Parachute Landings Simulator has been designed and 
built by Dick Gays. The idea was developed from the 'Fan’ 
trainer, a parachute training aid with which a trainee wearing a 
simple harness attached to a cable jumps off a platform say 
twenty feet high. The cable is wound round a drum to which 
large paddle blades are attached. As the trainee makes his 
vertical descent, the cable unwinds from the drum, turning the 
paddle baldes o r‘fan’ at a speed whereby the air resistance to the 
fan balances the weight of the descending trainee.

However, valuable as this might be as a training aid its use is 
more confined to teaching the correct landing position. The 
Parachute Landings Simulator uses the same principle of cable, 
drum and fan, but two additional cables, pulleys, a track and a 
moving trolley provides horizontal movement together with the 
vertical descent, thus making the landing much more realistic. 
Provision is made for the harness to be positioned to give either 
forwards and backwards landings, or side left and side right 
landings.

Three simulators have been in use at Sibson for nearly two 
years, they are in fact the first three to have been made. After 
some initial teething problems we have found them to be robust 
and reliable. They are easy to use, but they do take up more time 
than the ramps and the swings. They have the advantage that 
the novice can be given a fairly gentle introduction to landings 
with movement, unlike the swing which can cause the novice to
38

be knocked about. They are more fun to use and are popular 
with students and staff.

The accuracy competition jumpers can improve their foot 
placement by practising onto a dummy pad but don’t allow a 
proper pad to be used unless you want to run the risk of 
damaging it.

The Parachute Landings Simulators are a very useful addition 
to the normal ground training apparatus; when used with the 
swing, the ramp and a parachute with a reasonable rate of 
descent, can qo a lonq way to reducinq landinq injuries.

JOHN MEACOCK

The PLS consists of a long steel beam fixed horizontally at a 
suitable height in the training area. A trolley is mounted on the 
beam and in use runs from one end to the other, with an 
automatic return system. At one end of the beam a large fan is 
mounted, and it is at this end of the beam that the trolley starts 
from in use. A drum on the same shaft as the fan has a cable 
wound round that is also connected to the trolley. At the far end 
of the beam there is a buffer stop to which two more cables are 
attached. These cables run under the beam into the trolley 
where they pass over two pulleys and then downwards to the 
harness ring. Anyone holding onto the harness can not go 
downwards without the trolley running along the beam. Since 
the user is suspended below the trolley, the descent is along and 
down at 45 degrees.



PARACHUTE 
ENGINEERING

Proprietor Dick Gays,
55 Conaglen Road, 

Aylestone,
Leicester, LE2 8LE, 

ENGLAND.
Tel: (0533)832882

Works: (0533)735 825

Specialist in Design, Construction, Delivery, Installation and Maintenance of
PARACHUTE LANDINGS SIMULATORS

{EAST LONDON 
RIGGING
REPAIRS SALES MANUFACTURE
GOGGLES KROOPS CLEAN—AMBER 
GOGGLES UNBREAKABLE CLEAN—AMBER 
HOOK KNIFE INC. POUCH 
RW LOG BOOK
LOG BOOK WALLET STANDARD 
LOG BOOK HOLDER DELUX 
PACKING MAT
DYTTER ALT WARNING DEVICE 
SELF INKING R.W STAMP

£4.50
£7.50
£5.35
£5.85
£4.50
£8.50
£5.25
£77.50
£4.00

SWEAT SHIIRT 3 COLOUR PRINT SMALL.MED.LARGE 
'HAVE YOU HUGGED YOUR RESERVE TODAY” £9.30 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST AND PACKING.
SEND CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO.....
EAST LONDON RIGGING,
24 DUNLACE ROAD,
LONDON, EAST ONE.
01-986 1968
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DUE TO AN ADMINISTRATIVE ERROR, THE FULL CITATION 
FOR CHRIS LYALL'S ROYAL AERO CLUB GOLD AWARD 
WAS OMITTED FROM THE LAST MAG. WE PUBLISH IT 
HERE IN FULL; WITH APOLOGIES TO CHRIS.

Chris Lyall is a British Parachute Association Instructor Member currently 
employed coaching the Omani National Parachute Team.

At Hazm DZ on 6th October 1984 Chris had organised a RW exercise with two 
Omani team members and exited first at 9,000 ft. No 1 came down and took up 
station a few metres away. No 2 came down in a full track and collided with No 1, 
who took most of the impact on hiscontainerand backside. Gharib (No 2) broke 
his femur and jaw on impact and was rendered totally unconscious. Chris saw 
No 1 was ok and saw Gharib rotating back down about 100 feet below. Height at 
this time was about 7,000ft. Chris chased him, caught him, turned him face/side 
down, dumped his reserve for him and then pulled himself. Height of the rescue 
was about 4,000ft. Gharib landed still unconscious under his square reserve. He 
is now recovering in hospital and will hopefully jump again.

This rescue is, we believe, unique in the annals of parachuting history. Not only 
does it epitomise extraordinarily swift thinking but Chris’ action demonstrated 
the highest level of free fall parachuting skills. (The free fall time from 9,000 feet 
to normal canopy opening height of 2,000 feet is about 45 seconds). Not only 
that, it showed a total disregard for his own safety - the life of his colleague being 
more important.

The British Parachute Association regards this magnificent achievement to be 
worthy of the highest award.

BRITISH S K Y S P O R T S  
P A R A -C E W T R E

CHRISTMAS FUN! 
ROUND ACCURACY MEET 

25-31 DECEMBER
3 ROUNDS 

JUMP ANY ROUND ANY 
DAY YOU LIKE

PRIZE GIVING AT 
NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY 

CASH PRIZES 
REGISTRATION FEE £10 

DISCO 28 & 31 DECEMBER

ACCOMMODATION FREE 
AIRCRAFT • TWO 206$ plus ONE 180

NIGHT JUMPS 
28-29-30-31 DECEMBER 
JUMP THE NEW YEAR IN!

NIGHT RW INSTRUCTION - CRW COACHING

LIMITED NUMBER SO PLEASE REGISTER 
EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

TELEPHONE 0262 677367
MEDALLLIONS

ava ilab le  on ly f rom 
B B RO W N .

134 P E R C H  AVE 

C H E L M S L E Y  W O O D

B I R M I N G H A M  B 3 7  5NB

h a l l m a r k e d  s i l v e r  c o m p l e t e  w i t h

s t r o  ng c h a i n ,  p h o n e  
021 7 7 0  1 8 8 0
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SPORTS DIARIES
INVITE YOU TO TAKE PART IN 

THE ‘1986 PARACHUTISTS DIARY’ 
COMPETITION 

Win yourself one of three cash prizes if 
successful —

1st PRIZE £200 
2nd PRIZE £100 
3rd PRIZE £50

You will need a competition voucher detached from a 
‘Parachutists D iary’ , TH EN  answer the questions 
below and finally, in not more than 10 words, put a 
caption to this picture. Please send entries to the 
address below:-

SPORTS DIARIES Please send me .......  copy/copies of M
2 KENNET PLACE THE PARACHUTISTS DIARY/DIARIES bound p
MARLBOROUOH in black willi gilt corners and pages 1
WILTSHIRE edged in gold leaf, at £3.99 plus 1
ENGLAND 30 pence P&P each. jl

Please note that P&P costs extra outside the UK.

1 enclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable to SPORTS DIARIES

for £ ............................ Mr/Ms .......................

Address .........................

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

1) When was the B.P.A. formed?
2) What size is the accuracy dead centre disc in 

International Competition?
3) Give the fu ll name for P.O.D.
4) What is the length o f the Wind D rift Indicator?
5) What is the highest number o f consecutive dead 

centres scored by a British person?
6) What does A.O .D. stand for?

Everything under the Sun

for Skydiver

Joannie Murphy & Henri Pohjolainen 
•  -  '  -  \rPO Box 293, Z ephyr h ills , Fla. 3428  3 

_______ 1______________ \ _______
k(813) 788 9831

INSURANCE 
FOR PARACHUTISTS

WEST MERCIA 
INSURANCE BROKERS

High St., Wombourne, Nr. Wolverhampton WV5 9DN 
Tel: Wombourne 892661 (STD 0902)

Top 4
fleams
I in 4. W A Y

(jold 
Medallists

IN EACH EVWT

CUSTOM BUILT RW SUITS BY 
ROB COLPUS

1 CORING HAM,CRAVEN HILL GRDNS 
LONDON W2 3EH 
OI 262 7160



The biannual Sud Ost Cup, for 
those of you who are not familiar with 
it, is a prestigious international style 
and accuracy competition which 
takes place in the World meet off year. 
Save for the Soviets and the Ameri
cans practically all of the premier 
parachuting nations send their nation
al teams. This year's event saw entries 
from 17 countries, with some 20 
British competitors of varying com
petence taking part.

Graz is one of Austria's more 
industrial cities. It lies to the south east 
of the country in an area of scattered 
hills on the main trucking route to 
Yugoslavia. Its central European 
location means that it is unaffected by 
the Atlantic weather patterns which 
have decimated the north European 
summer (the Belgians and Dutch 
were also complaining). Therefore 
our arrival at Graz was greeted with 
that rarely seen yellow orb beaming 
down suntans (or sunburn) at over 90 
degrees.

The site of the competition is Graz 
airport itself. A grass strip runs parallel 
to the main runway from which 
Austrian Air Force and commercial 
jets take off and land from time to 
time. None of the activities interferred 
with each other and it was not unusual 
to see canopies in the air with a 727 
landing in the background.

The stylies began their competition 
on the Tuesday. This gave the 
accuracy only mob a day to check out 
the water temperature at the gravel 
pits which are adjacent to the club
house. Canopies cracked open at 
intervals interrupting the monotonous 
chug of the Antonov 2's. Smart think
ing by the meet director, Franz Lorber, 
had enabled him to get two AN 2's 
from the Czech’s and one from the 
Hungarians. The deal was, you let me 
use your aircraft and we'll pay the 
entry fee for your teams. Good old 
fashioned horse trading had provided 
the means for getting 200 parachu
tists aloft.

British style times which had shown 
a considerable improvement at the 
nationals faltered at this competition. 
Undoubtedly the appalling weather 
had played a part as very few jumps 
had been made since then. National 
champion Julian Spencer predictably 
led the home effort averaging low 
eights. Kevin Hardwick, hot foot from 
the eight-way training camp in France 
re-programmed his brain to come up 
with a mid eight average, but all were 
left gasping in the wake of East 
German Gerd Harzbecker, who set a 
scorching pace with a 6.68 average, 
his fastest set being 6.53!

In the women's event Mrs 
Harzbecker made it a family double 
for the East Germans averaging 7.2, 
nearly half a second ahead of her 
nearest rival. The British ladies packed 
close to each other in the middle of 
the field with Jane Buckle confirming 
her Nationals position of top British 
woman.

And so to the accuracy. This was to 
take place over 8 rounds. All eight 
would count towards the individual 
competition but in the team event only 
the first six rounds would be counted 
towards the ‘Sud Ost Cup', the last two 
would be for a separate trophy called 
the ‘SFZ Cup’.

A phenomenal standard of accur
acy exhibited itself from the word go. 
Scores that would have been regarded

as acceptable individual efforts in one 
of our competitions were being 
posted by teams. The measuring tape 
mildewed in the judges pocket as 
team after team tested the durability of 
the electronic pad. Of the 40 teams 
entered 30 had the complete team 
score on the pad; 49 dead centres 
were achieved and an individual score 
of 0.04 was only good enough to give 
you a share of 119th place!

The British mens team (Les Carrol, 
Jim Coffey, Kevin Hardwick, Julian 
Spencer) and Paladin (Neil Dixon, 
Steve Eversfield, Stewart Morris, 
Brian Shaw) totalled 0.05 and 0.09 
respectively to find themselves half
way down the field. The first round 
also saw the ‘East Coast Parachute 
Club’ make their bid to be first out of 
the aircraft in every round, a target in 
which they very quickly succeeded.

A common British ingredient was 
notable by its absence at this 
competition, wind. The digital anemo
meter spent every morning stuck at
00 sneaking up to 2 or 3 metres per 
second as the afternoon progressed. 
Approaches by necessity had to be 
low and fast, anyone coming in high 
had to experience the sight of their 
legs flicking up in front of their face as 
they tried to drag the canopy out of the 
sky.

The British women's team (Jane 
Buckle, Cheiyl Cochrane, Esther 
Reynolds, Jo Vaughan), had an
indifferent start totalling 0.30, but a 
string of poor scores from an out of 
form Cheryl meant that they were 
never seriously in the running.

With 50 plus teams taking part 
there was plenty of time between 
rounds to cool down in the lakes 
which lie adjacent to the airfield. 
Prudish Brits had to quickly acclima
tise to the European habit of display
ing the all over tan. Mirror glasses were 
definitely the order of the day and any 
attempts to emulate such bronzed 
displays were sorely regretted.

By managing to stay on the pad the 
British men’s team had managed to 
claw themselves up to 13th place with 
a total of 0.54 over the six rounds. 
Paladin having strayed onto the 
pebbles, held the limelight briefly 
when they dead centred out round six, 
one of only three scored throughout 
the competition.

The completion of the sixth round 
wrapped up the ‘Sud Ost Cup’ and 
enabled the 2 round ‘SFZ Cup' to 
commence. The girls having been 
given a second chance to show what 
they were made of (most had an idea 
after a visit to the mixed showers) put 
themselves in second place with an 
excellent 0.03 total, just behind the 
Chinese who were on 0.01. The men 
matched that position, albeit tied with
4 other teams, with 0.01. Straight 
away the teams had been lobbed into 
the pressure cooker. All depended on 
the last round which was to take place 
at a different location.

The Schwarzlfreizeitzentrum (phew) 
is a local water sports and leisure 
centre. The concept of doing the last 
round of accuracy there was mainly a 
PR exercise; the public won’t come to 
parachuting so the organisers took 
parachuting to the public.

As had been the case throughout 
the competition the teams were 
jumped in reverse positional order 
with the ladies event first. The newly 
acquired audience cheered enthusi

astically for any landing in the pit but 
after a few minutes they got the idea 
and reserved the ya hoos’ for dead 
centres.

The new location had caused 
problems to many of the teams. With 
the British ladies jumping next to last 
all hoped that they would perform to 
their capabilities, a team score of 0.22 
or less would be good enough to take 
the lead. Cheryl, first in the stack, had 
now overcome her run of poor scores 
to register 0.01. Esther, in second, did 
the same. Jane who had been at 
altitude even before take-off kept her 
nerve with 0.03. The Austrian announ
cer now dropped his voice to a 
whisper as Jo turned in on finals. Like 
an animated cucumber Jo stepped 
gently onto the pad, the score board 
made a satisfactory ‘thunk’ as 00 
came up.

Mutual congratulations were passed 
round but another team had to jump.
The Chinese had to get inside 0.07 to 
win. With hundreds of others the girls 
team now became nervous spectators.
The first two Chinese scored 3 and 4 
centimentres respectively but the next 
one in settled it, 0.75! To quote the 
announcer, “ Bravo der Grossbritann- 
ien damen!” Bravo indeed.

The women had beaten 9 other 
teams to win their event. To emulate 
them the men had to beat 39. With 
just the British and Czech teams left to 
jump the leading score was 0.05 
achieved by nationals winners (JAE 
Dubai. The wind had picked up 
slightly enabling the assembled home 
supporters to mutter that it was 
British conditions'.

Four bodies spilled from the 
droning Antonov and blossomed into 
an orderly stack. Julian was first in. A 
characteristic steady approach onto 
the pad, 0.01. Kevin at last getting to 
grips with his new canopy raised a 
cheer with a disc. Now for Les; very 
late he realised he was dropping short, 
the toggles went up and a leg is thrust 
onto the pad, 0.00. With just Jim left 
the rest of the team are squatted 
round the pit edge awaiting their fate.
Smoothly Jim rests his foot on the 
pad, 0.01. A team total of 0.03 over 
two rounds takes the lead withjustthe 
Czechs to go.

The red, white and blue foils of the 
Czechs were in the air as the mens 
team left the pit. First Czech down gets
0.03, the totals are now all square, the 
rest of the stack need discs to force a 
jump off. Attending Brits watched 
agog as one after the other the nerve
less Czechs all scored faultless dead 
centres.

The late conclusion of the competi
tion meant that the jump off would be 
held over until the next day.

After a bawdy night at a Graz 
restaurant the combatants assembled 
at the pit to watch the streamers 
tumble lazily down. Little wind, that 
was to be expected, but a cool and 
overcast sky for the only time in the 
competition.

The Czechs were first out this time.
Things looked bleak as the first three 
all scored discs but flawed footwork by 
the last man resulting in 0.03 left a 
small gap to aim for.

Julian and Kevin kept the team in 
touch with nicelyjudged dead centres.
Les smartened up his approach but a 
jerky stab at the pad brought a deflat
ing sigh from the spectators, 0.04.
Head bowed with disappointment Les 41
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walked to the edge of the pit to see Jim 
follow him in to score 0.03.

There was no shame. It had been a 
superb achievement to come within a 
centimetre of making it a double 
British victory. Both teams had arrived 
with minimal training, but after 
acclimatising to local jumping condi
tions in the first few rounds they 
showed their ability to compete with 
the best. Any lingering doubts about 
their suitability for funding especially 
in regard to the women’s team should 
now be dispelled.

All that is left is to acknowledge the 
superb concept and organisation of 
the competition by Franz Lorber and 
his staff. Also I’m sure the majority of 
British competitors would like to 
thank Frank Mallabone for taking 
responsibility for attending meetings 
and generally organising the standard 
Mk 1 bone idle competitor.

STEVE EVERSFIELD
RESULTS 

Sud Ost Cup

Women (49 competitors)
Men (152 competitors)

Overall - Women
1st B. Harzbecker (DDR)
2nd H. Glaw (DDR)
3rd H. Xiaohong (China)
15th E  Reynolds (GBR)

Overall - Men
1st F. Bernachot (FRA)
2nd J. Sofranek (CZE)
3rd J. Dermine (FRA)
20th J. Spencer (GBR)

Style 3 rounds - Women 
1st B. Harzbecker (DDR) 21.66 
2nd C. Fischer (DDR) 23.00 
3rd L. Rongrong (China 23.33 
22nd J. Buckle (GBR) 29.33

Style 3 rounds - Men 
1st G. Harzbecker (DDR) 20.06 
2nd J. Bavlata (CZE) 21.23 
3rd J.U. Lasotta (DDR) 21.57 
22nd J. Spencer (GBR) 24.46

Accuracy 8 rounds - Women 
1st H. Xiaohong (China) 0.06 
2nd B. Hanzbecker (DDR) 0.10 
3rd H. Glaw (DDR) 0.12 
15th E. Reynolds (GBR) 0.22

1st B. Zafer (TOR) 0.02 
2nd B. Gorrel (CAN) 0.02 
3rd D. Intihar (YCJG) 0.03 
25th J. Coffey (GBR) 0.10

Team Accuracy 6 rounds - Women
1st DDR 0.36
2nd Hungary 0.71
3rd Czechoslovakia 0.99
8th Great Britain 6.78

Team Accuracy 6 rounds - Men 
1st France I 0.23 
2rd China 0.27 
3rd Czechoslovakia 0.28 
13th Great Britain 0.54

SFZ COP - Women (10 teams) 
Team Accuracy 2 rounds
1 st Great Britain 0.08 
2nd International I 0.25 
3rd International II 0.34

SFZ COP - Men (40 teams)
Team Accuracy 2 rounds 
1st Czechoslovakia 0.03 
2nd Great Britain 0.03 
3rd Dubai 0.05

B.P.A. THIRD PARTY LIABILITY 
INSURANCE

Following a phone call from a DZ operator on the above 
subject, I would take this opportunity of restating the 
situation regarding insurance and BPA Membership. Most 
people, I know are fully au fait with the situation but I felt 
that a note of clarification might be helpful for some.

There has been an addition to the BPA Third Party 
Liability Insurance:-

It is hereby declared and agreed that Memorandum No.
3 at present attaching to his Policy is amended to read as 
follows:-
Memorandum No. 3
Notwithstanding anything contained to the contrary in 
Exception 5 this Policy extends to indemnify individual 
paid up members who are qualified to act as Instructors 
and Jumpmasters when acting in such capacity in 
respect of liability for injuiy illness loss or damage arising 
out of their wrongful or inadequate advice or instruction 
provided that this memorandum shall only apply to 
instruction given to paid up British Parachute Associa
tion Members.
SUBJECT OTHERWISE TO THE TERMS LIMITATIONS 
CONDITIONS AND ANY MEMORANDA ENDORSED 
HEREON.

The upshot of the above is that although an individual 
drop zone may have its own insurance, additional to that of 
the BPA, only the individual parachutist, who is a member 
of that club jumping at that club only is covered by the 
individual clubs policy. If in the event of that member 
making a claim against the individual club or instructor 
etc. unless that club member is a CURRENT BPA 
MEMBER, then none of the staff are covered by the BPA 
Insurance.

It is imperative, therefore, that all students and/or club 
members are fully paid up either as P6 members (with 
effect 1.8.85) for one year while on static line, or P4 
members for the 4 month period, or as full members of the 
BPA.

It is also important that the P4 member converts at the 
end of the 4 month period, to full membership, and that 
the P6 member converts to full membership at the end of 
the year or when that member goes onto free fall, in order 
that all Drop Zone Staff are fully indemnified under the 
BPA Third Party Liability Insurance.

If anyone has any querier on the above please contact 
me at the BPA Office.

CHARLES W. PORT 
Secretary General

(Fig. 1)

BRITISH PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION 
SAFETY NOTICE

A Safety Notice was issued in June
1983 concerning ripcords supplied by 
Thomas Sports Equipment where the 
ripcord pin came away from the wire 
ripcord. It appears there are still a 
number of these ripcords being used.

All parachutists should check the 
strength of their ripcords especially 
ripcords originally supplied around 
Feb/March of 1983.

Any queries contact Thomas Sports 
Equipment. Telephone 0262 678299.

Due to a recent incident with a 
‘Jaguar’ harness/container, Para
chutes de France (UK) Ltd. have 
decided to recall Jaguar’ systems 
fitted with round reserves in order 
to modify them.

These modifications will im
prove the performance of the pilot 
chute and eliminate possible 
problems due to the incorrect 
packing of the reserve.

For all enquiries please contact 
Pierre at Headcorn Parachute 
Club, Headcorn Airfield, Kent. 
Tel: 0622 890862

Parachutists using AADs on Main or 
Back Mounted reserve parachutes (i.e. 
Tandem System reserves) are reminded 
that the ‘terminal eye’ of the AAD Power 
Cable should go over the top pin (Fig. 1) 
and not over the cable (Fig. 2).
All parachutists are advised to check 
their equipment.

(Fig. 2)

AAD
POWER
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RIPCORD
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PARAMOUNT' 
PARACHUTE 
PRODUCTS 
YEOVIL 21328.

Paramount s cornin’ at ya!
Throughout the season we at Paramount hope to  visit every Drop Zone in the country, conveying to  you 

at your club all the latest news and equipm ent cu rren tly  available. 
Also a large selection o f Tee-Shirts & Sweatshirts w ith  orglnal skydiving designs is available. AND WE PAY 

HARD CASH for,.your used Rig, so if your th ink ing  o f buying or selling used equipm ent give us a ring - w e'll 
pay you a visit.

We are pleased to  announce 
th a t Paramount have been 
appo inted sole U K  dealers & 
stockists fo r  our Parachuti
ng accessories &  casual 
sports c lo th ing  - all carry ing 
the unique uncond itiona l 
life tim e  Sky Care Systems 
guarantee w orldw ide .
Products to  include: 
Logbook Wallets, Dragmat 
Holdalls, D.Z. bags, a new 
sty le  Kevlar Helm et, plus a 
sm art range o f casual 
sportswear.

SKY CARE SYSTEMS
A  subsid iary o f Camera Care Systems, Clevedon, Avon.

G .W  J U M P S U IT S  have over 17 years experience o f 
m aking jum psu its thats w hy we chose them  to  
m anufacture our own design - the Param ount SQ2 - 

in d iv idu a lly  cu t to  measure fro m  £68.50 + V A T  (order 
fo rm  needed)

S TU D E N T SUITS

Standard Deluxe Single Colour £37.40
Contrasting Stripe £39.96
Rainbow Stripe £41.40
Chequer Board £43.90
Camouflaged 5oz £42.90
Camouflaged 7oz £45.60

Pilots flying suit £45.65

A ll Student Suits payable to G. W. Jumpsuits. 
If payable by access V.A. T. must be added.

I wish to pay by cash/cheque Postal Order Access 
To ACCESS -
I authorise you to debit my Access
Account with the amount of £ ....................................
My ACCESS No is

Name (as on Access card) 

Cardholder s address........

Signature

Send S.A.E. o r telephone fo r more in form ation  to : —
Paramount Parachute Products, 1 Neathem Road, Yeovil BA21 4SE. Tel: (0935) 21328/78360



Z - H il ls  s c h e d u le  o f  even ts 1985
1986

17th. annua l Turkey meet - Nov 21- Dec 1 
C h r is tm as  boogie -Dec 1 4 -Jan 5 
21st. annua l Easter boogie - M ar 21-Mar30

In t r o d u c in g  T H E  S T O R E  813 *7 8 3 *2 9 3 2  F u ll line o f parachute equipm ent & 
accessories in  s to c k ‘ M ic h ig a n  su its  *Tony suits* Ocean P ac if ic  sh ir ts  & shorts * 
T ’S h ir ts  »K odak  f i lm  & su n ta n  lo tion  * B ath room  accessories

Bunkhouse • Showers • Cam ping -Snack bar 
•Game room and  "T H E  S T O R E ” on dz •
A  new a d d it io n  - a 40 x60 ’ Covered 
P a c k in g  a r e a .

A ir c r a f t  based at Z - H ills  fu llt im e -  
S o u th e rn  Cross D C 3 & a C 1 8 5

IN S T R U C T IO N  G IV E N  O N  D Z  :
R W  in s tru c t io n  ( I o n  1 , team  coaching, 
large fo rm ations ) C R W *A cce le ra ted  
f r e e f a l l • S ta tic  lin e  - A l l  student jumps 
are on SQ U A R E  P A R A C H U T E S-  
V ID E O  A V A IL A B L E

M E T H O D  O F  PA Y M  E N T : Cash , T ravelers Check , C red it C a rd s- M as te rca rd  , 
V is a ,  A m e r ic a n  Express

MOTELS
BEST WESTERN 
TWILITE 
HOLIDAY INN 
DAYS INN
MOTOR HOME RENTALS

Z-HILLS (813)782-55X7  
( B i3 ) 7 3 2 . '9 A ¥ S -

PLANT CITY
l - & o » -3 Z 5 " - t s t s  

( e t  3 ) ^ * 1  s s b }
C ® l3 ) W * - 4 * $ 5 ' -

This is the only DZ in the world 
where a DC 3 will fly every day 

during the season

ZEPHYRHILLS PARACHUTE CENTER
P.O. Box HOI, Zephyrhills, Fla.34283

(813)788  5591



INSTRUCTOR COURSE 3 - 85 
NORTH WEST PARACHUTE CENTRE 

CARK 
12-22 AUGUST 1985 

REPORT

1. Introduction
The excellent facilities of The North West Parachute 

Centre, Cark, were generously put at the disposal of the 
BPA for the two weeks of the course. Accommodation and 
camping was provided for those wishing to use it and all 
meals were available at the Centre, also provided were full 
use of the centre’ excellent lecture rooms and ground 
training area.

The centre’s BN Islander was used for 13 lifts on the 
Potential Instructor Course and 6 lifts on the Examination 
Course. There were 15 candidates on the PI Course, 7 for 
the Examination phase, 4 on the Pre*Advanced Instructor 
Assessment Course and 2 on the Advanced Course.

2. The Advanced Course
Two candidates, John Fisher from Cornwall and Trevor 
Dobson from Merlin • Leeds/Bradford attended for 
upgrading to Advanced Instructor. They were assessed on 
various tasks throughout the week, each gave a specialist 
lecture to the Potential Instructors, they were also assessed 
on their ability to run an active drop zone. Both candidates 
were successful and were awarded Advanced Instructor 
Status.

3. The Pre-Advanced Instructor Assessment Course
Four candidates attended this course for assessment, 

they were:-
Toby Drew • Capital City 
Sean Lambe ■ RMCS 
Dve McCullough • BPS 
Bob Cummings ■ BPS

Because of suspected irregularities in the log books of
B. Cummings, the Examiners felt unable to examine him 
in an impartial fashion and consequently asked him to leav 
the course.

The remaining three candidates completed the course 
and were given a number of lessons and lectures, as well 
as presenting specialist papers, which were:-

Dave McCullough - Public Relations and Parachuting 
Sean Lambe • Setting up a Parachute Club 
Toby Drew - Basic CRW

Each candidates personal parachuting was assessed 
and they were coached on lessons/lectures and running a 
Drop Zone, they were also given a written examination. 
Each candidate was fully de briefed and a number of 
recommendations were made.

4. The Potential Instructor Course
This was conducted by Dave Prince, Tony Knight, John 

Hitchen and Tony Butler. There were 15 candidates 
applying for Potential Instructor Status. The candidates 
completed the syllabus and were coached in lessons/ 
lectures from the Instructional syllabus, they were also 
assessed on their practical parachuting and were coached 
in S/L despatching. The candidates were also given a 
written examination at the end of the week.

Results and individual reports on the candidates have 
been sent to their CCIs. Thirteen of the candidates were 
successful and two were advised to re-apply. The success
ful candidates were:- 
Keith Hughes - Capital City 
Robbie Cooper • London Skydiving 
Bill Bryne - JSPC (L)
Reg Halford - JSPC (L)
Jim Steele - JSPC (N)
Mark Greenfield - JSPC (HK)
Nick Pinnegar - Peterborough
Tom Sprott - Paraclan II
Jim McConell - Paraclan II
Steve Scott - Dorset
Gwynn Roberts - Border
David Byers - DISC
Gariy Morgan • British Skysports

5. The Examination Course
This was held during the second week and was 

conducted by Dave Prince, Rob Noble-Nesbitt, Graham 
Copestake, John Hitchen and Tony Butler.

There were seven candidates, one of the candidates 
injured himself on the first day and was unable to complete 
the course. The candidates were assessed on lectures, S/L 
despatching, their own personal parachuting, briefs, de
briefs and flight line checks. All were given a written 
examination and a number were assessed on briefings 11 - 
17 in the Instructors Manual. All six candidates were 
successful and the results and individual reports have 
been sent to their CCIs. The successful candidates were:-

Chiis Mallinson - RN & RMSPA 
Jeff Page - JSPC (L)
Bob Haxton - SPC 
John Williamson - NWPC 
Nigel Watson-Clarke - JSPC (N)
Graham Mills • Badminton

6. Conclusions
In general the standard on the PI, Exam and Advanced 

Course was quite high and most candidates came well 
prepared. The Examiners feel that candidates attending 
the Pre-Advanced Instructor Assessment Course who do 
not have the required time as an Approved Instructor, do 
not have sufficient depth of knowledge to be successful on 
the course.

7. Recommendations
a) That the permissions of Toby Drew and Sean Lambe to 
act as CCIs are not extended and that they return in 6 
months on a further Pre-Advanced Course.
b) That STC should consider very carefully indeed the 
practice of giving permissions to attend Pre-Advanced 
Courses to those without the laid donw qualifications.

TONY BUTLER 
JNCSO

BRITISH PARACHUTE 
ASSOCIATION 

COUNCIL MEETING 
KIMBERLEY HOUSE, LEICESTER 

8 th JULY 1985

Present:
J.L Thomas Vice Chairman BPA
S.D. Lambe Chairman Competitions Committee
J.R.H. Sharpies Chairman Safety & Training
J. Lines
R. Colpus
G. Copestake
J. Curtis
G. Lilly
P.D.N. Parker
S. Eversfield

Observer: N. Howarth

In Attendance:
A.K. Butler JNCSO BPA
J.H. Hitchen JNCSO BPA
C.W. Port Secretary General

Apologies:
J.T. Crocker - Chairman; P.W. Ritchie - Treasurer: T. 
Andrewes - Club Representative; M. Rennie; D. Tylcoat; B. 
Mason; B. Harman; D. Hennessy • Chairman Dev. 
Committee; S. Brearley.

Item 38/85 - Minutes of Meeting of 2nd May 1985
Proposed by G. Lilly and seconded by S. Eversfield that 
the minuted of the above meeting be accepted as a true 
record.

Matters Arising
1. S.T.C. Constitution
J. Curtis asked about the item referring to the Constitution 
of STC. To date only one letter had been received by J.R.H. 
Sharpies on this matter but at the last STC Meeting no-one 
had made much in the way of comment, it is thus 
assumed that the situation is perfectly satisfactory as it 
now stands.

2. Loan to Swansea P.C.
J. Curtis queried the situation of payment to Swansea of 
£3,000 over three years and £2,000 over 6 months, as Mr.
D. Howerski had changed plans. On the instructions of the 
Treasurer following his conversation with Mr. D. Howerski 
the Secretary General had sent a cheque, loan, to Swansea 
Parachute Club for £3,000 with the normal BPA loan 
conditions. It was unanimously agreed that the above was 
in order.

3. BTSO’s
J. Curtis asked that it be made clear that the BTSO 
granted was for the J.L. Thomas Free Fall Chaser System 
only.

Item 39/85 - Committee Reports
1. Safety and Training
The STC Chairman, asked for comments on the distri
buted minutes.

(i) R. Colpus asked for clarification of the scoring’ system 
for AFF Courses, he also felt that the same system should 
be used as in the USA, i.e. Instructor/Jumpmaster.

There was some discussion on the above and it was 
pointed out that as the AFF side progressed then changes 
etc. could and not doubt would be made based on 
experience.
(ii) R. Colpus reinforced B. Mason’s comments on the 
altitudes for Displays over the London area. This in fact is 
an item for the next STC.

STC
The Minutes were ratified

2. Competitions
The Chairman, S.D. Lambe, explained that there had been 
a limited agenda to, in the main discuss and settle the 
World Championship and European Championship 
details following the National Championships.
.1 The team to represent the Country in the 8-Way WPC 
would be ‘Blipverts’. They would take and alternate and 
video man, but both would be self financing.

The Secretary General would liaise with the team to 
arrange entry fee payments, subsistance and team train
ing expenditures. In addition the Secretary General would 
arrange the clothing as previously agreed.

R. Colpus 
Sec Gen

.2 The team to represent the Country in the 4-Way WPC 
would be Flash Trash . The Secretary General would liaise 
as in .1 above.

B. Mason 
Sec Gen

.3 At the European Championships in Graz the following 
would represent the Country.
J. Spencer, K. Hardwick, J. Coffey, L. Carroll, Miss J. 
Vaughan, Miss J. Buckle. Two more ladies will be going at 
their own expense which will then give a Ladies Team. The 
Secretary General would liaise as in .1/.2 above.

S. Eversfield 
Sec Gen

.4 It is hoped that there will be no deficit following the 
National Championships but the Secretary General would 
present full income/expenditure details as usual, as soon 
as all the paperwork (bills etc.) had been sorted out.

.5 The video system was very good, but at £10,000 it 
would be better, it was felt, to send £2,000 on hiring it for 
the Nationals over 5 years, as it would be outdated rapidly.

S.D. Lambe asked for time to consider purchase or not, 
and he had to discover the cost of the items in UK terms, 
and would also ask J. Laing to say how much it would cost 
to build out own system to match that brought over.

S.D. Lambe 
J. Laing

.6 Training Camps
(a) The 8 Way Team had asked to train at La Pallisse, then 
Pampisford, followed by a few days jumping in Yugoslavia.
(b) The 4 Way Team wanted to take 3 weeks to train, venue 
details are not yet available but they would stay inside their 
budget.
.7 Bridlington have asked to hold the 1987 National 
Championships and have guaranteed a sponsor for 
£ 10,000.
.8 Thanks were formally expressed to RAFSPA and the 
Chairman would write on these lines to the Chairman of 
RAFSPA for them hosting the Championships.

Formal thanks were also expressed to the two Coaches 
for their hard work.

3. Finance
In the enforced absence of the Chairman, P.W. Ritchie, 
the Secretary General presented the minutes of the 
Finance Committee and asked for comment or queries.
.1 In order to facilitate the submission of the 5 year 
development plan to the S.C. it was proposed by G. Lilly 
and seconded by J.R.H. Sharpies that the financial 
figures for submission, be accepted as they stood.

Unanimous
N.B. It was fully appreciated that the above were not hard 
and fast but could, and no doubt would, need modifica
tions as the plan progressed year on year.
.2 Shop Sales
It was proposed by J.R.H. Sharpies and seconded by G. 
Lilly that the SWARD Promotions Log Book and Stamp be 
bought on a sale or return basis.

Sec Gen 
The Minutes were ratified

Item 40/85 - Medical Declaration
As there could be legal implications on the above it was 
agreed to carry this item forward to the next meeting.

Chariman
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Item 41/85 ■ BSCR Womens Patch
After discussion it was agreed that the Association could 
not arrange the above, but that if the people concerned 
wished to do so then there would be no objections.

Miss J. Smith

Item 42/85 - Tandem Jumping Policy 
R. Colpus expressed that hope that, with the above now in 
operation in the GSA and knowing that requests would be 
made for this to be carried out in the CJK, the Association 
would investigate and declare a policy well before the first 
applications were made.
After discussion it was agreed to:
a) Write to the GSA to find out as much as possible.
b) The Coaches are to open discussion on Tandem 
Jumping with the people involved in the GSA.
c) Talk to those people in the GK who are experienced in 
this field.
d) Report back to Competitions and STC as soon as 
possible.

JNCSOs
STC

Item 43/85 - J. Hitchen to Judge at RAPA Meet
The phone round decisions to allow J. Hitchen to attend 
the above was unanimously ratified.

Item 44/85 - P6 Memberships
.1 J.L. Thomas had had information that a club may not 
have paid into the Association revenue for a certain 
number of P6 memberships.

The Secretary General would investigate and report 
back to the next Finance/Council Meeting.

Sec Gen
.2 (a) S. Lambe had found out that some people were 
under the impression that there was no need to join the 
BPA unless a person wanted to jump at another club. He 
agreed to write an article explaining the situation for 
inclusion in the magazine.

S.D. Lambe
(b) P6 • Change of time frame
S.D. Lambe had proposed that P6 memberships be 
extended to 1 year. There was no insurance problem as 
that part of the fee lasted for a full year. There was lengthy 
discussion on this subject and it was finally proposed by J. 
Lines and seconded by S.D. Lambe that P6 Membership 
be extended to one year or until the person concerned 
went onto free-fall, whichever was the sooner.

Sec Gen 
Gnanimously agreed

N.B. The above is dependant upon a report from the 
Secretary General on any possible problems which may 
not have^been immediately apparant.
(c) P6 Membership Annual Increases
It was proposed by J.T. Crocker and seconded by J.L 
Thomas that P6 fees be set at the EGM in consultation with 
the DZ operators and Council.

Gnanimously agreed

Item 45/85 ■ Charitable Trust
The above to be held over.

Item 46/85 - Insurance
The paperwork was noted.

Item 47/85 - A.O.B.
A fatality had occurred at the Swansea Parachute Club. 
The JNCSOs had carried out a Board of Enquiry, the 
results of which will be published in the usual way. A formal 
letter of thanks to the JNCSOs for their speed of handling 
the situation has been received from D. Howerski.

JNCSO
BRITISH PARACHUTE STC 

ASSOCIATION 
SAFETY & TRAINING 

COMMITTEE MEETING 
THE POST HOUSE, LEICESTER 

THURSDAY 12th SEPTEMBER 1985 
AT 7.00 p.m.

Present:
J.R.H. Sharpies Chairman STC
M. Mortlock London Skydiving
1. Louttit DISC
D. Cox B'Ham & Cov.
J. Ball Pilots
E.T. Lewington Thruxton/Skybird
B. Harman Red Devils
A. Col ling wood Doncaster
M.E. Bolton Oxon & Northants
D. Palmer Hereford
B.A. Bias Falcon
M. McLaughlin Dorset

T. Knight Ipswich
G. Evans TPA & MFFC
J.D. Prince NWPC
D. Parker Headcorn
T. Andrewes Capital School of Para
G. O'Hara JSPC (N)
T. Dobson Merlin/LBFFC
J. Curtis Riggers
J. Fletcher BPS
A. Philip South West
J. Lines MPC

Apologies for Absence:
B. Souter, B. Scoular, K. Mcllwee, M. McCarthy, R. Ellis, 
D. Howerski.

In Attendance:
J. Hitchen JNCSO
T. Butler JNCSO

Observers:
P. Osgood, M. Brown, N. Hamilton, M. Langley, C. Kirwan, 
M. Doyle, B. Laithwaite, C. Gre, M. McCarthy, M. Newall, 
J. Sherman, J. Farr, K. Adkins, A. Lee, J. Rix, J. Brady, D. 
Tucker, T. Johnson, M. Warren, J. Warren, D. Gyas, 
J. Walton.

Item 1 ■ Minutes and Matters arising from STC Meeting 
1 st August 1985
The Chairman informed the meeting of a letter from the 
GSPA pointing out that the GSPA do not issue Tandem 
Ratings, as Tandem is currently being conducted in the 
GSA on an experimental basis through an FAA regulation 
exemption, given to specific manufacturers.

It was proposed by I. Louttit and seconded by B. 
Harman that the minutes of the meeting of 1 st August
1985 be accepted as a true record.

Carried Gnanimously

Item 2 - Approval of Riggers Minutes of Meeting of 1 st 
August 1985
J. Curtis gave the meeting a resume of the meeting of 1 st 
August.

He informed the meeting that there had been nine 
applicants for the next Riggers course and that the list 
would be left open until the next Riggers Meeting. N.H. 
Nisbett had been given, subject to STC Approval his 
Advanced Riggers rating, having been 5 months short of 
the required time.

J. Curtis informed those present that it had been 
decided at this evenings meeting that following a series of 
tests, the light weight quick fit adaptors (MS70101) may 
now be used on chest straps of kit with front mounted 
reserved.

It is also been decided that any safety problems that had 
been discussed by the Riggers Committee should be 
collated and put in the Sport Parachutist magazine once a 
year, for the benefit of all parachutists.

It was proposed by I. Louttit and seconded by B. 
Harman that the minutes of the Riggers Meeting of 1 st 
August 1985 be approved.

Carried Gnanimously

Item 3 - Instructor Course 3 - 85 
J. Hitchen informed the meeting of the conclusions and 
recommendations of the Examiners on the Course which 
were:-

Conclusions
In general the standard on the PI, Exam and Advanced 
Course was quite high and most candidates came well 
prepared. The Examiners feel that candidates attending 
the Pre-Advanced Instructor Assessment Course who do 
not have the required time as an Approved Instructor, do 
not have sufficient depth of knowledge to be successful on 
the course.

Recommendations
1) That the ‘Permissions' of two of the candidates to act as 
CCIs are not extended and that they return in 6 months on 
further Pre-Advanced Course.
2) That STC should consider very carefully indeed the 
practice of giving permissions to attend Pre-Advanced 
Courses to those without the laid down qualifications.

All CCIs

The Chairman was asked if there was any information 
concerning the candidate with suspect irregularities in his 
log books. The Chairman stated that this was still being 
investigated and STC would be informed when the 
inquiries had been completed.

Item 4 - AFF Instructor Courses
1) Peterborough
T. Butler informed the meeting of this course which had 
been held at Peterborough, run by the School of Human 
Flight on behalf of the BPA. Four Instructors, R. O’Brien, 
D. Boersma, D. Morris, P. Walters had been awarded AFF

Instructor ratings. P. Austin and D. Howerski still had a 
number of jumps to do to complete the course.

2) Netheravon
G. O’Hara gave the meeting a brief resume of the course 
held at Netheravon. There had been nine candidates on 
this course and all including D. Howerski had completed 
the evaluation jumps. Major O’Hara had not informed all 
of the candidates as to whether they had been successful 
at the time of the meeting and would therefore present the 
results and recommendations of the course at the next 
STC.

T. Butler stated that in his opinion the Course was the 
best and most professionally run AFF course that he had 
seen and wished to thank Major O’Hara for the 
tremendous amount of work he had put into the course, 
also special thanks to D. Hickling and P. Reynolds for their 
work and professionalism, also to N. Watson-Clarke, P. 
Applegate and S. Wagstaff.

Item 5 - Incident Reports - resume
1) J. Hitchen informed the meeting of the fatality at the 
Dorset Parachute Club of the Pilot and Potential Instructor. 
J. Hitchen stated that the accident was being investigated 
by the Accident Investigation Branch, of the CAA and that 
they would keep the BPA informed.

J. Ball gave the meeting a resume of the accident. The 
aircraft, a Cessna 206 took off with the Pilot, J/M and four 
static line students, at approx. 400ft. the J/M Steve Scott 
told the students to get into crash landing position, he then 
spoke to the pilot who said that they could get to about 
1,000ft. which they did, when Mr. Scott safely despatched 
the students, it then looked as if the aircraft was going to try 
to land safely, which it was unable to do and crashed, 
killing the Pilot and J/M.

The Chairman stated that in his opinion Mr. Scott had 
done a very good job in getting the students out of the 
aircraft before it crashed.
2) J. Hitchen informed the meeting of the Safety Notice 
that had been sent out concerning ripcords supplied by 
Thomas Sports Equipment in 1983 where the pins had 
not been crimped to the wire correctly. A Safety Notice had 
been sent out in June 1983, but some of the ripcords were 
still in circulation. A number of questions were asked and it 
was suggested by Major O’Hara that Safety Notices of this 
type should be re-issued occasionally to remind people.
3) J. Hitchen informed the meeting of another incident 
which caused a Safety Information sheet concerning AAD 
power cable locations to be sent out. The incident occured 
on the AFF rig manufactured by Thomas Sports where the 
Stevens Lanyard had pulled the reserve ripcord housing at 
an angle preventing the pins from extracting the housing, 
the reserve had only been able to be activated because the 
Stevens Lanyard had broken, the design of the rigs has 
now been altered, on examining the equipment it had 
been discovered that the AAD power cable terminal eye 
had been put over the wire between the two pins and not 
over the top pin as it should have, this may have prevented 
the pins from deploying the reserve. The Safety 
Informations sheet had been sent to all clubs.

All CCIs
4) The meeting was informed of an incident where the 
loop on the risers of a locally manufactured 3 ring riser had 
not been stitched correctly before the wrap had been put 
on, and had come away on deployment of the main 
canopy causing one side to release. It is not always 
possible to check risers for this, but it is believed that this 
could be an isolated incident. Parachutists should check 
their risers and if there is any doubt they should be 
examined by a Rigger.

All Clubs
5) M. Mortlock informed the meeting of an incident at 
Pampisford where a parachutist had had a premature 
deployment of his main parachute causing a horse shoe' 
malfunction, the parachutists then deployed his pilot 
chute which entangled in the main canopy, he then 
elected to ‘cutaway' but only one side released, the release 
system was a ‘Myers’ single point release. He then 
deployed his reserve and it appears that the reserve pilot 
chute caught on some part of the main canopy or riser, 
luckily the reserve pilot chute ripped apart enabling the 
reserve to deploy.

The Chairman stated that a number of minor incident 
reports had been received, a couple concerning ‘line 
overs’. The Chairman stated that as he had mentioned in 
the past, net skirks may prevent these type of malfunctions 
from happening and clubs should consider this.
Item 6 - Grounding of a Parachutist
1) A letter from R. Noble-Nesbitt concerning the 
permanent grounding of Norma Hamilton, BPA Number 
132788 and the reasons for the grounding had been 
circulated to STC members. I. Louttit stated that he 
wished it known this is not the Norma Hamilton who 
jumps at Dunkeswell and he hoped that CCIs would not 
confuse the two. The Chairman stated that Miss 
Hamilton’s BPA number would be included in the 
minutes.
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2) M. Mortlock informed the meeting of a parachutist he 
had permanently grounded at his Drop Zone. The 
parachutist in question was a Mr. T. Fooks who had done 
13 static line jumps and had then cleared himself for 
freefall by filling in his own log book.

The Chairman stated that both the above parachutists 
names would be included in the STC minutes, should 
either parachutist turn up on another DZ.

All Clubs

Item 7 • Proposed changes to BPA Medical Declaration 
T. Knight gave the meeting the reasons for the above 
proposal, stating that the prospective parachutists own 
doctor or a consultant would be best to decide whether a 
person was medically or mentally fit to parachute.

A number of questions were asked and an amendment 
made concerning those overweight was made.

It was proposed by T. Knight and seconded by E. 
Lewington that the new medical form be accepted.
For 13, Against 1, Abstentions 0. • Carried 

Mew Medical Form (change to Operations Manual 
Appendix C) attached.

Item 8 - Proposed BPA Minor Mod 4
Proposals by D. Howerski concerning Minor Mod 4 for a 
Cessna 207, had been circulated. The Chairman stated 
that there was no problems over this Mod as far as the BPA 
were concerned, but it would be for Mr. Howerski to 
progress this with the CAA.

Mr. Louttit stated that this was still being done with the 
CAA at Redhill and he did not have any more information 
at this time.

I. Louttit 
D. Howerski 

CAA/Airworthiness

Item 9 ■ Permissions
The Chairman stated that a number of requests for 
Permissions had been notified to the office after the 
agenda had gone out and he felt that these should not be 
discussed as STC had made a proposal in the past not to 
discuss items that had not been sent out with the Agenda. 
The meeting decided that these items should be 
discussed tonight, but unless notified prior to STC 
meeting in the future they would not, unless in exceptional 
circumstances.

All CCIs
1) D. Tucker asked STC for Permission to act as CCI for 
Thruxton until the next Pre-Advanced Course in 
November. Mr. Tucker gave details of his experience and 
the reasons for this request, he was asked a number of 
questions.

It was proposed by B. Harman and seconded by G. 
O’Hara that D. Tucker be permitted to act as CCI for 
Thruxton until the next Pre-Advanced Instructor Assess
ment Course.
For 14, Against 0, Abstentions 4. - Carried.

JNCSO
2) B. Laithwaite requested permission to act as CCI for 
Capital City Parachuting until the next Pre-Advanced 
Assessment Course at Swansea in November. A number 
of questions were asked of Mr. Laithwaite, and his 
experience and reasons for the request were stated.

It was proposed by D. Prince and seconded by A. 
Collingwood that this should be permitted.
For 10, Against 3, Abstentions 4. - Carried.

JNCSO
3) I. Louttit presented a proposed Drop Zone on the 
Beach in Jersey to be approved for a one off Drop Zone for 
students to be used in October only. The meeting agreed 
that as long as the proposed Drop Zone was inspected by a 
JNCSO and that any proposals for its operation were 
adhered to by Mr. Louttit it would not be necessary to 
come back to STC.

The Chairman informed the meeting of another 
proposed jump into water and proposed change of 
restrictions to DZ had been notified to him, but these 
would need to be recced in the usual way.

Item 10 - A.O.B.
The only item on AOB was for the ratification of an AFF 
Jumpmaster Rating for Derek Thomas, it was agreed that 
upon presenting written proof of his CJSPA, AFF J/M 
rating, Mr. Thomas would be given a BPA AFF Jump- 
master rating.

Date of next meeting 24th October 1985. Venue The 
Post House, Leicester at 7.00 p.m.

BRITISH PARACHUTE 
ASSOCIATION 

SAFETY & TRAINING COMMITTE 
MEETING 

1ST AUGUST 1985 7.00 p.m. 
THE POST HOUSE, LEICESTER.

Present:
J.R.H. Sharpies 
J. Lines 
D.T. Hickling 
DJ. Cox 
M. Bolton 
I. Louttit 
T. Dobson 
J. Ball
K. Townsend 
A. Philip 
A.E. Rose 
P. Walters 
K. Mcllwee 
R. Ellis 
D. Palmer 
A. Collingwood 
M. McLaughlin 
J.D. Prince 
T. Knight 
D. Parker 
D.L. Howerski 
J. Curtis 
T. Drew

Chairman STC 
MPC 
BPS

B’ham & Cov.
Oxon & Northants 

DISC
Merlin/Leeds Bradford 

Pilots 
Thruxton 
Thruxton 
JSPC (N) 

Halfpenny Green 
Flying Tigers/S. Cotswold 

Trailblazers 
Hereford 

Doncaster 
Dorset 
NWPC 

Ipswich 
Headcorn 
Swansea 

Riggers 
Capital City

Apologies for Absence:
B. Souter, M. Beynon, G. Evans.

In Attendance:
T. Butler JNCSO

Observers:
R. Shillabeer, K. Miles, J. Farr, K. Adkins, J. Warren, M. 
Warren, L. Kirk, R. Cummings, C. Mcllwee, M. Ellis, L. 
Waite, S. Lambe, M. Newall, C. (Jre, M. McCarthy, P. 
Osgood, J. Brady.

Item 1 - Minutes and Matters arising from STC Meeting 
6th June 1985
1.1. Medical Declaration The Chairman informed the 
meeting that as conflicting medical recommendations 
had been received this item had been put back until this 
meeting. Quite a bit of discussion took place concerning 
this subject It was then proposed by T. Knight and 
seconded by D. Prince that Diabetics be permitted to 
parachute on condition that they have a medical 
declaration signed by their Consultant.
For 12, Against 5, Abstentions 2. - Carried

All Clubs

1.8 Changes to Operations Manual The Chairman 
informed those present that the ‘amended’ Operations 
Manual was now available from the BPA Office.

All Clubs

1.9 Proposed BPA Mod. 4 1. Louttit stated that the subject 
of this proposal of his, was progressing well, and he would 
come back to STC when the information was available.

I. Louttit

1.10. Permissions B. Harman of the Red Devils had 
requested that K. Sanders be added to the list of Team 
Members permitted to jump from 1,500ft. AGL in the 
London Area. There was no objections to this request.

B. Harman

It was proposed by R. Ellis and seconded by 1. Louttit that 
the minutes of the meeting of 6th June 1985 be accepted 
as a true record.

Carried Unanimously

Item 2 • Approval of Riggers Minutes of Meeting of 6th 
June 1985
J. Curtis gave the meeting a resume of the Riggers 
Meeting of 6th June. He also informed those present that a 
Riggers Course was hoped to be held again at the 
beginning of 1986 and anyone wishing to attend that 
course should contact one of the National Coaches as 
soon as possible so that numbers could be known.

All Clubs

T. Knight informed the meeting of a problem that had 
been discussed by the Riggers concerning ‘diapers’ on 
some reserve canopies. In 1978 a Safety Notice had been 
issued concerning the placement of grommets on 
diapers, stating that they should be at least 2%" apart as it

was possible that as the lines were being unstowed upon 
deployment (if the grommetts were close together) that 
one rubber band could tangle with the next, preventing the 
diaper from undoing. It had come to the notice of the 
Riggers that a diaper with close grommets had been 
attached to a canopy manufactured by ‘North American' 
(a 26ft. steerable tri-con) and had also been found on a 
number of other recent reserves. The Riggers now 
recommend that the grommets of reserve diapers should 
be at least 3ins apart (centre to centre) and that jumpers 
should check the diapers on their reserves.

All Clubs

The minutes of the Rigging Meeting of the 6th June 
were approved by the STC.

Item 3 - Fatality - Swansea
T. Butler informed the meeting of the Fatality at Swansea 
on 3rd July of Nigel Wroe. The jumper had completed an 
RW jump with four other jumpers, had tracked off 
normally and when he deployed his canopy, the 
throwaway' pilot chute and bridle line entangled with the 
main rigging lines, preventing it from fully deploying, 
causing a Streamer type malfunction. It appears that the 
jumper did not take immediate emergency action and 
continued to stay attached to the malfunctioned 
parachute until between 300 and 500ft where at some 
stage the main parachute was ejected and the reserve 
parachute deployed at too low an altitude for it to inflate.

The recommendations of the Board of Inquiry were to 
re-emphasise that when a malfunction occurs, immediate 
emergency action must be taken.

A number of questions were asked and the recommen
dations of the Board were endorsed by STC.

Item 4 - Incident Reports - resume
The Chairman informed the meeting that there had abeen 
quite a number of minor Incident Reports sent in, which 
was to be expected in the summer, a few concerning 
Displays. The Chairman reminded those present that it is 
Displays where we are most in the public eye and urged 
jumpers to be careful. He also stated a number of Reports 
concerned equipment and thses had abeen discussed by 
the Riggers at this evenings meeting and details could be 
found in the Riggers Minutes.

J. Curtis stated that the Riggers felt there was a need to 
educate jumpers more and this would be discussed at the 
next Riggers Meeting.

Item 5 - Drop Zones
1) K. Mcllwee gave the meeting details of the proposed 
Drop Zone at Goodwood Airfield. (O.S. Sheet 197, grid ref. 
873075) this DZ had been checked on behalf of the 
JNCSOs by Charles Shea-Simonds and also by R. Ellis, 
and both agreed that it should be cleared as an 
Unrestricted Drop Zone. It needed to come to STC as 
Power Lines came within 1,000 years of the target.

It was proposed by K. Mcllwee and seconded by R. Ellis 
that the above be cleared as an Unrestricted Drop Zone.

Carried Unanimously 
JNCSO 

CAA

2) B. Bias of the Falcon Parachute Club, was unable to 
attend the meeting so details of the proposed Drop Zone 
were presented by T. Butler. He informed the meeting that 
the DZ had been inspected by J. Hitchen and needed to 
go to STC as power lines come within 1,000 yards of the 
target. The Drop Zone is Jurby Aerodrome on the Isle of 
Man (OS Sheet 87, Grid ref. 362984) and in the opinion of 
J. Hitchen should be cleared as an Unrestricted Drop 
Zone. It was proposed by T. Knight and seconded by M. 
McLaughlin that the above be cleared as an Unrestricted 
DZ. Carried Unanimously.

B. Bias 
JNCSO 

CAA

3) T. Butler informed the meeting of two DZs he had 
inspected for South West Skydiving Club. The first at 
Bodmin Airfield, which he had cleared as suitable for C 
and D’ Certificate parachutists only. This was for STC 
information only.

The second DZ was presented by A. Philip and was on 
Bodmin Moor (location 044112E, 50 35 15N) and this DZ 
needed to go to STC as power lines and a main road came 
within 1,000 yards of the target. Mr. Philip requested that 
the DZ be cleared as Unrestricted with two conditions:
.1 Only one student out on a pass from a step exit aircraft. 
.2 If the WDI goes further than 600 yards in a Westerly or 
South Easterly direction, student parachuting to be 
stopped.

This was proposed by M. Bolton and seconded by D. 
Prince. Carried Unanimously.

JNCSO
CAA



Item 6 - Permissions
1) S. Lambe requested permission that he be permitted to 
attend the next Pre-Advanced Instructor Course in August. 
He informed the meeting that he had all the qualifications 
needed to attend but was a year short in the time’ 
requirements, he also requested that if permission was 
granted that he be given permission to act as CCI for the 
RMCS Parachute Club from 1 st Oct if he was successful 
on the Course.

This was proposed by T. Rose and seconded by R. Ellis. 
Carried Unanimously.

S. Lambe 
JNCSO

2) S. Plank had written to STC requesting permission to 
run a Water Jump Display as he was not an Advanced 
Instructor. He had given details of safety procedures to be 
carried out and the reasons for this request A good deal of 
discussion took place regarding this subject. It was finally 
proposed by A. Collingwood and seconded by T. Rose 
that this request be permitted.
For 11, Against 6, Abstentions 2. • Carried.

S. Plank

3) D. Hickling proposed that D. McCullough be permitted 
to attend the next Pre-Advanced Course in August being 
just four weeks short of the required time. This was 
seconded by T. Knight. - Carried Unanimously.

JNCSO

4) D. Hickling made a further request to STC that R. 
Cummings also be permitted to attend the next Pre- 
Advanced Course, though he was 18 months short of the 
required time, but had all the other requirements. Some 
discussion took place concerning this. It was proposed by 
D. Hickling and seconded by D. Howerski that this be 
permitted.
For 16, Against 1, Abstention 1. - Carried.

JNCSO

5) A request from B. Souter had been received, that RAF 
Weston on the Green be permitted to run AFF Courses in 
line with the other Centres given permission. It was pointed 
out that RAFSPA would need to return to STC before they 
were permitted to train ab-initio students.

The above request was proposed by D. Hickling and 
seconded by D. Cox.
For 17, Against 0, Abstention 1. - Carried.

B. Souter
T. Rose wished it recorded that he abstained on this issue.

6) T. Drew’s requested permission to act as CCI for Capital 
City Parachuting until the next Pre-Advanced Course in 
August and also permission to attend the Course as he is 6 
months short on the time requirement. He also requested 
that if successful on the Course he be permitted to 
continue as CCI until whenever the Examiners on the 
Course recommend he returns for final examination. This 
was proposed by M. Mortlock and seconded by D. Prince.

JNCSO 
Carried Unanimously

7) T. Rose proposed that Nigel Watson-Clark be given an 
extension of his Potential Instructor Rating until the 
Examination Course in November. This was seconded by
D. Howerski. Carried Unanimously.

JNCSO

8) M. Mortlock proposed that Colin Fitzmaurice be given a 
BPA AFF Jumpmaster rating as he had obtained his 
(JSPA rating in May 1985 at Chambersburg, USA. He has 
all requirements as laid down by STC. Subject to written 
confirmation from the USPA this was seconded by D. 
Howerski.

JNCSO 
Carried Unanimously

9) M. Mortlock requested permission for Tandem jumps 
to take place at Pampisford in late August. The request 
was to evaluate the method and would only be carried out 
by a USPA Tandem Instructor and Tandem Master. There 
would be a maximum of 20 jumps made. M. Mortlock 
hoped to come back to the next STC with further 
proposals. Some discussion took place concerning this. It 
was proposed by M. Mortlock and seconded by T. Knight 
that this be permitted.
For 14, Against 2, Abstentions 3. - Carried.

M. Mortlock 
JNCSO

Item 7 - A.O.B.
No items had been notified for Any Other Business.

Date of the next meeting 12th September 1985. Venue 
Post House, Leicester at 7.00 p.m.

SORRY MARINES 
NOTHING LASTS

On September 22, at the United Parachute Club Drop Zone in New 
Hanover, Pennsylvania, a new CRW World Record was set. (FAI 
recognition has been applied for). The CRW formation was a 28-way 
arrowhead. The formation was designed and organised by Dennis 
DePriest with technical assistance from Vince Bizzarro and Nasser 
Basir.

The participants were the Jump Street CRW Team, the Long 
Island Skydivers, The Other People CRW Team and a number of 
individuals.

The event was sponsored by Para-Flite, Inc. Of the 28 canopies 
used, 25 were Para-Flite Pursuits.



SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
MANUFACTURER & SUPPLIER

ZEROX CHASER

b
INVADER

T.S.E. Zerox, Chaser, or Invader container systems with Cruislite, Nimbus Beta or G.Q. Rayder main 
canopy and Invader 370 reserve ready to jump PRICE £939.00 plus VAT
As above but with Swift Square Reserve ready to jump. PRICE £1039.00 plus VAT
Custom Colour GlidePath canopies FURY, MAVERICK, FIRELITE. PRICE £518.18 plus VAT
We also sell every main and reserve canopy on the market, just give us a call for a price.

A.F.F. CHASER £282.60 plus VAT
This rig incorporates every safety aspect going, 
Stevensons, FXC mountings, dual main 
deployment for secondary instructor, conversion 
to pull out or throw away for progressing 
students. This system is being used by every 
A.F.F. Centre in the U.K.

Buying gear in the U.S.A.
If you’re planning on buying gear in the U.S. 
think again. WE CAN OFFER YOU LOWER 
PRICES THAN U.S. DEALERS, when you collect 
in the States with the added advantage of paying 
for it in the U.K.
If you order your custom kit a reasonable time 
before departure we will have it waiting for you 
at any address in the United States. (Non custom 
kit in four days)

STUDENT EQUIPMENT
Just because all you see is advertisements for 
experienced equipment, do not think that you 
have been forgotten. We can make you look just 
as good as they do. Our range goes from a pair 
of goggles all the way to Custom free fall student 
rigs. JUST GIVE US A CALL...

ACCESSORIES
Protec Helmets
Boogie Goggles
Log Books
Log Book HOIders
Gloves
Ripcords
R.W. Stampmen

Altimaster Ms & Ills 
Pilot Chutes 
Zac Knives
Altistar only £45.50 + VAT

All prices subject to 
currency exchange rates

THOMAS SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
TOP FLOOR z102-104 ST. JOHN STREET 

BRIDLINGTON 7NORTH HUMBERSIDE
Tel: (0262) 678299



1 r:HE HAPPY LANDING CO.;presents. . .

are covered. The team also discuss just how important dirt diving and com
patibility on the ground are to success in the air. In addition Sarah Brearley 
explains a new system for developing a R.W. Training Schedule.

World Championship 4 way dives are shown in addition to fun dives and a 
general look around the World Championship. Two highlights from the 8-way are 
included with the legendary Mirror Image and Prometheus.

If you have any aspiration to progress in R.W. we would highly recommend 
this programme and at £ 22.00  it is the best value for money in our catalogue. 
Running Time 40 minutes

Programme IX -  “ TH E BLUE M AG IC"
Documents the sky-dive which helped to win Blue Magic the title of World 

Champions in Sun City, South Africa. The film concentrates on practice and com
petition dives of both the four and eight way teams. This film gives more detailed 
coverage of R.W. competition than any other in our catalogue. This is an impres
sive first production by Martin Genge, with editing and musical accompaniment 
unobtrusive but appropriate. A must for serious skydivers.
Martin Genge.
Running Time 30 minutes

S  till A vaitable
Programme I -  "W ing s", "E l Capitan", "Skyd ive" £37.50
Programme II -  "Trollveggen" £22.50
Programme III -  "Playground in the S k y " , Part I £35.00
Programme IV -  "R ide a Cloud" & "64-w ay Record" £29.50
Programme V -  "Playground in the S k y " , Part II £35.00
★ All video tapes are produced from Umatic masters by a professional copying 

house. Any technical sub-standard tapes will be replaced at no cost to the 
customer.

★ Please state if you require VHS, Beta or V2000. Any person ordering V2000 
should add £3.50 to the quoted prices.

★ If you would like a copy of our 1985 catalogue, please send S.A.E.
★ W A R N IN G  -  Royalties are used to produce new movies and therefore legal 

action will be taken against person(s) pirating any of the above programmes.
★ Packing and postage free in U.K. Please add £3.50 per video for Europe and 

£5.50 for the rest of the World.
Send cheque or postal order to:

TH E H A PPY LAN D IN G CO ., 175 Croydon Road, Beckenham, Kent BR3 3Q H , England 
Tel: 01-658-0605

Allow 28 days for delivery Dealer enquiries welcomed

Programme V I-" W A L K IN G  ON A IR "
The first comprehensive documentary on skydiving combin

ing entertainment with instruction, not only for the experienced 
t f r  1 skydiver but also for the student. Premiered at the Sydney Opera

*  1  House and subsequently shown on T.V. this superb production
was accepted for the Cannes Film Festival.

Included is a series of cut-away sequences both instructional 
and spectacular, C.R.W. bi-hands, a demonstration into a
football stadium, a 40-way formation and a great deal more.

There is something to interest every skydiver in this programme from the
novice to the experienced jumper. It is quite simply the most impressive film in
our catalogue, especially as it is accompanied by an experienced skydiver's com
mentary.
Directed by Jas Shennan. Commentary Athol Snedden.
Running Time 48 minutes £34.00

Programme V I I -  ' FR EA K  BRO TH ER CO N VEN TIO N "
Captures the atmosphere of the year's biggest "boogie'' in the U.S.A. skydiving 

calendar. A series of unique skydives are performed by the world's leading 
exponents in the sport. The heat is off and its time for fun in the sky and on the 
ground. The ''dives” are choreographed to a strong Californian Rock sound track 
which makes this the first genuine music/skydiving video since "Rainbow Magic" 
This is a tape for the hard core skydiving enthusiast.
Directed by Norman Kent.
Running Time 20 minutes £24.50

N EW  FO R  1985!
Programme V III -  " S Y M B IO S IS  AND FR IEN D S "

The first detailed documentary on competition R.W. filmed in France, U.S.A., 
Canada and England. This programme follows the members of Symbiosis,
Messrs. Colpus, Kerry, Saunders and Urugallo in their build-up to the 83 World
Championships in Canada. For the first time you can see and hear world class 
exponents of R.W. discussing all the 4 set hands, the problems that arise in 
practice and the techniques for solving them. The variety of dives means that a 
great many problems experienced by all categories of skydiver in practising R.W.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

BPA does not guarantee equipment bought and sold through the medium of this journal. 
Purchasers are advised to use the service of approved riggers.

Classified Advertisements can only be accepted if accompanied by a cheque or P/O 
made out to the British Parachute Association for £1.50.

British Team Chaser, 100 Jumps. Glidpath Firelite 7 cell, 50 jumps. Both custom 
colours, Silver/Blue/Yellow - £780.

contact: Rob Colpus 01 262 7160

Crusair - white/red/yellow/orange: Navy conical: 4 line chop. Reserve in excellent 
condition, jet stream pack with leg strap throwaway.

contact: Bideford (023 72) 75979

OS Papillon, Protector Reserve in Stylemaster system - £200. C9DL in B12 pack and 
harness, ready to jump • £90. PISA RW Canopy in Strong 1 pin container and matching 
reserve container ■ £100. Also Paraboots, helmets, altimeters, ripcords, cutaway rig, 
hardware, rigging kit.

contact: Worfield (07464) 684

Sheila Cooper Jumpsuit • navy with grey stripes ■ unused. Will fit small size 10 female ■ £45
contact: 01-748 4150

Telemeters, complete with tripod and wooden carrying case ■ £300 o.n.o. SST Racer with 
Pegasus main and Feathertite reserve ■ £850 o.n.o.

contact: Chris (0234) 751866

9-Cell Canopy 280 sq.ft. Very responsive yet low rate of descent. 9 jumps only, cost £750 
new, accept any reasonable offer.

contact: 091 4695825 
after 9/9/85 - 0483 506048

Compete system ready to jump. Double Spectrum Strato Star, National 26ft. Four Line 
Chop Reserve with MAI Extractor in a top secret pack and harness with one shot capwells 
and let strap throwaway. Job lot - £225 o.n.o.

contact: 021 360 2796

Strato-Star for sale, red/black/gold. Excellent condition in Jetstream 3 ring release pack, 
with pull-out pilot chute and T10A Reserve. Ideal for first square. Relistic price - £385.

contact: Worthing (0903) 206234

Parainnovators Streamlite Rig with Comet main and Featherlite reserve - £600 o.n.o.
contact: Nolan on 021 472 5208 

or at MPC at weekends

Strato-Star with T10A Reserve in grey and red pack. Good condition.
contact: (0277) 223880

WANTED: Guards Pathfinder blue/red/blue canopy with Gladeye Shield. 1 know there are 
four somewhere! Price negotiable.

contact: Capt. Andrew Morgan 
Welsh Guards, Hohne, BFPO 30

Ex Parachutists offers services as a Pilot for any club in need - veiy sincere - also would like 
to further own parachuting experience.

contact: Mr. R. Hitchnough 
55 Tongbam, Skelmersdale, Lancs WN8 8EJ

1986 Skydiving Calendars - Best Quality, large 9>/2" x 14" glossy photos. 13 colourful, 
unusual, interesting and fun shots. (Ideal Xmas present!) Also complete system - 252 
Foil and Tailsman Reserve in a PA Pygmy. Ready to jump. Will sell complete or separate.

contact: Chris Clements on 01 599 2028

Wonderhog with Titan main 265 sq.ft. solid white with safety star reserve. 60 jumps on 
main, reserve unused. Carrying bag thrown in - £850. Paralert - £20.

contact: 0734 884805 
office hours 0494 33300 ex: 3233



The Hi-Performance 9-cells 
from National

When you’re the best in 

the world, you want the best 

equipment. T hat’s why 1983 

World Champions Coors selected Na

tional rigs and canopies for the 1984 

National Skydiving Championships: Warp 

III containers, Phantom reserves and Nation

al’s new 9-cell Renegades for main canopies. As a 

world champion RW team as well as a demo team 

for a large American corporation, the Coors team 

needed the finest all-around ram-air canopy avail

able today. They could have had any canopy but 

they picked the Renegade. Why? Jump one this 

weekend and find out.

The Hi-Performance 9-cells
Pack

Area Weight
(lbs.)

Volume
(cubic inches)

Scorpion® 185 6.4 373

Renegade® 232 7.7 454

Vulcan® 282 8.7 492

Hercules® 340 9.9 577
* For custom colors, add $50

Worldwide Sales and Manufacturing

RO. Box 1000, 47 East Main Street 

Flemington, NJ 08822 USA 

(201) 782-1646

Weight Ranges

Maximum Price*

$ 898 

$ 948

%

Recommended

111-175 lbs. 

139-220 lbs. 

169-267 lbs. 

204-323 lbs.

195 lbs. 

243 lbs. 

296 lbs. 

357

National Parachute Industries, Inc.
World's Largest Selection Call TOLL FREE 800-526-5946

Southeastern Sales and Service

PO. Box 1567

Zephyrhills, FL 34283 USA 

(813) 788-5521

© Copyright 1984 National Parachute industries 

Visa and MasterCard welcome. Dealer inquiries invited.

Norman Kent



The Jaguar container is designed to fit an overall 
concept involving all components wich normally are 
separed.
Thus, the finished harness shows only the essential 
accessories: reserve handle, cutaway handle and 
pilot-chute handle. All the others parts are 
invisible. Like the reserve risers, main risers are also 
covered, thus eliminating any risk of catching.
The reserve pilot-chute (« Quick » Special) is secured 
at only one point with a single loop passing through

the reserve container, the whole system allowing 
maximum spring.

Comfort? The Jaguar has been designed around that 
word. Good looking, supple and smooth, the 
Jaguar will help you to fly precisely and comfortably. 
The purity of its design will guarantee that you make 
the most of your personnal technique.

No other rig raises your level of skydiving pleasure 
like the Jaguar.

PARACHUTES DE FRANCE S.A. are designers and manufacturers o f : MAGNUM, TURBO, CONTACT 7-cell canopies, MAGIC 5-cell canopy, S.O.S. and MAGIC 
5-cell reserve canopies, REQUIN, JAGUAR and CAMPUS piggyback containers, MARSOUIN standard container, EVOLUTIVE, MANTA, SUPER-MANTA and 
GRIP jumpsuits, QUICK spring pilot-chute, ,etc. All our canopies and harness-containers have been officially tested and are fully approved by the French 
Ministries of Defense and Sports. m

ZODIAC
B.P. 247 - 95523 CERGY-PONTOISE CEDEX -  FRANCE 
Telephone (3) 032.16.33 -  Telex: PARCHUT 697061 F

to r your skydiving to be good 
the manufacturer must be good.
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